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Live " Dead" Broadcast Goes Digital
by Nancy Reist
SAN FRANCISCO Dressed as an Uncle Sam skeleton, the Dead Head was hoping his costume would bring him the
coveted "miracle ticket" that would get him
inside the Oakland Coliseum to hear the
Grateful Dead usher in 1992.
But Uncle Sam skeletons were far more
common than extra tickets, so he wound
up joining the hundreds of Dead Heads in

the parking lot who danced in the new year
by listening to the New Year's concert live
on the radio.
More than ahundred stations around the
country carried the seven-hour stereo
broadcast, which included four sets of live
music, backstage interviews, a live telephone interview with the people living in
the experimental Biosphere in Arizona, and
prerecorded features and spots. Rather than
use abroker, Grateful Dead Productions

created its own network, bringing in commercial and non-commercial stations ranging from New York's WNEW to asmall
station in Barrow, Alaska.
Grateful Dead sound engineer Dan
Healy was the show's executive producer.
He has produced and mixed live concert
broadcasts for the band for over 20 years
and continually experiments with the
newest technologies to improve the sound.
This year, Healy said they crew wanted to
reduce the conveyance distortion inherent
in traditional transmission systems by stay ing digital whenever possible.
continued on page 11

NEl/VS WATCH

'VIARC Eyes
DAB Issues
by John Gatski
TORREMOLINOS, Spain The
U.S. delegation to the 1992 World
Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC) joined other telecommunications specialists here Feb. 3, but
key broadcast issues, such as satellite DAB and international shortwave
spectrum allocation, will likely take
center stage late in the conference.
The 52-member delegation is
meeting with representatives from
other countries during the monthlong WARC to consider international
radio regulations changes including
spectrum. WARCs are composed of
members of the 160-member International Telecommunications Union
(ITU).
U.S. broadcasters are mainly interested in any digital audio broadcasting (DAB) spectrum allocation
agreements that may emerge from
the conference.
Currently, the U.S. appears at odds
with other countries in its support of
satellite DAB on the S-band (23102360 MHz). Canada, in addition to
various European countries and
continued on page 9 lb-

Drivin' That Train:
Engineers share a light moment while
bringing the Grateful Dead's New Year's Eve concert to radio.
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Radio Board
Endorses InBand
LA OUiNTA, Calif. The NAB
Radio Board has decided to formally
encourage development of an in-band
digital audio broadcasting (DAB)
system.
The board action came at its winter meeting here i9 mid-January. In
making its decision, the Radio Board
adopted aplan presented by the NAB
Task Force on DAB. The plan stated,
"Given the current position of the
U.S. government on new frequency
allocations for DAB, the development of in-band DAB solutions
presents the preferred option for
broadcasters.
"The number of groups working to
develop in-band DAB solutions has
given encouragement that asystem can
be developed which will meet the need
of broadcasters without requiring any
additional spectrum;' according to the
task force plan.
Long-term DAB goals adopted by
the Radio Board include establishment of technical standards, development of industry consensus and
minimization of "competitive dislocations." The goals also provide for
accommodation of existing AM and
FM service, and oppose satellite
delivery of DAB.
Last year, the Radio Board endorsed the Eureka 147 system. No
official mention was- made of the
NAB's negotiations with Eureka
partners regarding implementation of
Eureka 147, or a modified narrownand version of the system, in the
U.S. Calls to the NAB were unreturned as of press time.
Look for complete coverage of the
Radio Board's actions in the Feb. 19
issue of RW.
continued on page 2
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Midwest Conference Set
LANSING,Mich. Avariety of
radio programming and technology
sessions, featured speakers and
equipment manufacturers will highlighttheGreat Lakes BroadcastConference and Expo, Feb. 25 and 26.
The area's Society of Broadcast
Engineers (SBE) chapter will sponsor several "how to" engineering
sessions including EBS, new technologies, tapeless studios, radio
start-up, digital audio carts and
processing.

NAB Awards Announced

On February 25, Irwin Pollack,
president of Irwin On Radio in Boston, will be the featured radio
speaker. He is arenowned authority
on radio sales and management. On
Feb. 26, Bob Edwards of National
Public Radio's Morning Edition will
be the featured speaker.
The conference and expo will be
held at the Lansing Center and the
Radisson Hotel downtown. Registration is $75 before Feb. 17 and $80
after Feb. 17. One-day and individual registrations are also available. For more information, call
517-484-7444.

WASHINGTON Robert
Hammett and Edward Edison,
principals in the San Franciscobased radio engineering consulting firm Hammett and Edison,
have been selected as the NAB's
1992 radio engineering achievement award winners.
The two partners were recognized for their excellence in radio
engineering, notably in their
firm's pioneering improvements
in transmitters and antennas.
The NAB also has chosen Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) Chairman James
McKinney as its TV engineering award winner. McKinney has
been instrumental in guiding the
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ATSC in its HDTV policy, the
NAB said. McKinney also has
headed three bureaus of the
FCC.
The three winners will receive
their awards April 15 at the 1992
NAB convention in Las Vegas.
FCC OKs CBS Purchase
WASHINGTON The FCC
has approved the assignment of
several Midwest radio and TV
station licenses from Midwest
Communications Inc. to CBS Inc.
The stations are: WCCO-AM-TV
and WLTE (FM), Minneapolis:
KCCO-TV, Alexandria, Minn.:
KCCW-TV, Walker, Minn.:
WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wis.; and
WJMN-TV, Escanaba, Mich.

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

The Commission also granted
CBS a waiver of the "one-to-amarket" rule as the assignment of
license will result in CBS owning
radio and television stations in
Minneapolis.
CBS also has been granted an
18-month waiver of the maximum
ownership allowed (CBS currently owns 12 FMs) so the company can divest itself of an FM
station.
NAB Opposes Hoax Action
WASHINGTON The NAB
has asked the FCC to reconsider
the adoption of arule regarding
broadcast of hoaxes.
According to the NAB, problems with the rule include the
vagueness of the language, which
includes the definition: "broadcast of material which the licensee knows to be false." In anews
release, the NAB said that under
that definition, dramatic piograms
(that can be both fictional and
intentionally provocative) could
violate the proposed rule.
WMMS, WMJI Enter LMA
CLEVELAND, Ohio Malrite Communications' WHK(AM)
-WMMS(FM) and Legacy Broadcasting Partners' WMJI(FM) have
entered into ajoint sales and marketing venture, Radio Marketing
One. The companies announced
that Pinnacle Media President,
Errol Dengler, will join Radio
One Marketing as the VP of sales
and marketing.
"The venture is basically an
equal partnership between Mainte
and Legacy," said Charles Bortnick, VP and general manager,
WHK(AM)-WMMS(FM), "that
continued on next page
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will enable us to give better service by
combining resources."
WMMS(FM) is a long-time dominant
Cleveland presence, with an AOR format
and registered station mascot, "The
Buzzard." WHK(AM) carries an allnews format. WJMI(FM) programs an
oldies format. Combined, the three
stations dominate the 18-34 and 2554 demographic, according to Bortnick.
Dengler's experience in the industry
includes advertising agency manage!
ment (Pinnacle is the media buying
division of Wyse Advertising, Chicago),
as well as local radio and television
shows.
Candidate List Released
WASHINGTON The
NAB
has
announced the roster of candidates for
its 1992 election cycle. Initial ballots were
mailed on Jan. 3, and final ballots will
be mailed on Feb. 14.
Candidates for radio seats include Mark
Bench, WNSR(FM), Bonneville International Corp., New York, N.Y.; William
O'Shaughnessy, WVOX(AM)-WRTN(FM),
New Rochelle, N.Y.; John R. Quinn,
WJDM-AM-FM, Elizabeth, N.J.; and
Elizabeth Satchell, WNJR(AM), Newark,
N.J. for District 2. District 4 candidates are Gerald J. Hroblak, United
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Bethesda, Md.;
T. David Luther, WBTM(AM)-WAKG
(FM), Danville, Va.; and David L. Owen,
WCVA(AM)-WCUL(FM), Culpeper Media, Culpeper, Va.
District 6 candidates are: Diane S.
Flowers, WPNC-AM-FM, Elizabeth City,
NC.; George Francis, WMYI-FM, AmCorn General Corp., Greenville, S.C.; Jon
Sinton, WROQ(AM)-WAIM(FM), ABS
Communications Inc., Marietta, Ga.; Carl
Venters, Jr., Voyager Communications
Group, Raleigh, NC.; and Michael
Whalen,
WMKG(FM).
Greensboro,
N .C.

In District 8, candidates are: Roger
Cavaness, KKZN(FM), KVOL-AM-FM,
Cavaness Broadcasting Inc., Lafayette,
La.; Bill Hickman, WMFM-FM Hattiesburg, Miss.; Judy W.S. Karst, KRRVAM-FM, Alexandria, La.; Alan Perkins,
WNAT(AM)-WQNZ(FM), Natchez, Miss.;
John Peroyea, Narragansett Radio Inc., Baton Rouge, La.; and Raymond Saadi,
KHOM (AM)-KTIB(FM), Houma, La.
District 10 candidates are Char Binkley, Fort Wayne, Ind.; and Charles A.
Blake, WIKY-AM-FM, Evansville, Ind.
(incumbent).
District 12 candidates are: Vincent
King, KJEZ, AC! Broadcasting, Brentwood, Tenn.; Gene Millard, KFEQ(AM),
St. Joseph, Mo.; and Edward Santee,
KJLA(AM), Overland Park, Kansas.
District 14's candidate is Don Seehafer,
WOMT(AM)-WQTC(FM), Seehafer Broadcasting Corp., Manitowac, Wisc. (incumbent).
In District 16, candidates are Patti
Hoth, KRDO-AM-FM, Pikes Peak Broadcasting Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.;
and Ray Lockhart, KOGA-AM-FM, Ray
Lockhart Group, Ogallala, Neb. District 18 candidates are: John Hiatt,
KMMX(AM)-KCHL(FM), Hiatt Communications Inc., San Antonio, Texas;
Dick Oppenheimer, Signature Broadcasting Co., Austin, Texas; and Bryce Taylor,
KEYS(AM)-KZFM(FM), Malkan &
Associates, Corpus Christi, Texas. District
20's candidate is incumbent Alan Harris,
KUGR(AM)-KYCS(FM), Green River,
Wyoming.
District 22's candidates are: Sanford B.
Cohen, ICIFIX(FM), Prescott Valley Broadcasting, Prescott Valley, Ariz.; J. D. Freeman, ICMLE, Shamrock Broadcasting Inc.,
Phoenix, Ariz.; and Lee R. Shoblom,
KBBC/KFWJ, London Bridge Broadcasting Inc., Lake Havasu City, Ariz. District
24's candidate is incumbent Robert Fox,
KVEN-AM-KHAY-FM, KVEN Broadcasting Corp., Ventura, Calif.
Final election results will be available on
March 16, according to the NAB.
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WASHINGTON Although new technologies for international broadcasting,
such as direct broadcast satellite (DBS), are
not likely to be implemented for another
five years, the U.S. should begin its planning now, according to aPresidential Task
Force Report on International Broadcasting.
Eventually, the report said, international
broadcasting will be impacted by the new
technologies such as DBS and single sideband, (SSB) radio. "The U.S. should plan
for the advent of widespread direct broadcast by satellite by participating positively
in the frequency allocation process in the
International
Telecommunications
Union ... "
Once implemented, the new technologies
would likely be used in Eastern Europe, the
Middle East and Asia, the report explained.
Although tensions have decreased in Eastern Europe, the Task Force has recommended acontinued presence there as well
as stepped up presence in Asia and the
Middle East.
Much of the U.S.'s international broadcasting investment should remain committed to shortwave because it will remain the
"most efficient method" of broadcasting
until beyond the end of the century, the report noted. The Voice of America (VOA),

for example, relies heavily on shortwave.
Other suggestions to take advantage of
existing technology include leasing satellite space from private companies or leasing private transmitters.
Digital not desirable
As far as international digital broadcasting in the tradition of VOA or Radio Free
Europe, the report said the limitations of
transmitting equipment (shortwave) and the
necessity for special digital receiving
equipment does not make it desirable at this
time. Also, production and duplication of
compact disc and digital tapes for international broadcast purposes is considered
more expensive and cumbersome than the
widely used analog tapes.
Other areas discussed by the task force
include Radio Marti and TV Marti, the audio and video services that beam news and
information to communist Cuba. Radio
Marti, an AM broadcast service, has been
transmitted to the island since 1983. In
1990, TV Marti was launched in alimited
hour (3 a.m.-6 a.m.) broadcast using a
blimp-mounted transmitter tethered in
south Florida.
The Cuban government retaliated by
transmitting a TV jamming signal and
promised intentional interference to U.S.
radio stations. The controversial service
continued on page 7 mo-
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NAB's DAB Reversal Long Overdue
Who's
running
the ship?
by Alex Zavistovich

U

nattended

operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

I

ntroducing AutoPilot"
'from Burk Technology.
AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.

Eureka 147 sytem at its winter meeting in
Naples, Fla. Shortly after that decision,
however, the first grumblings were voiced:
WASHINGTON If you've been following the changing tides of digital audio
that Eureka was not aU.S. system; that it
was proposed to operate at L-band, which
broadcasting (DAB) very closely, you probsome engineers felt was unworkable; and,
ably saw this one coming from amile away.
most importantly, that the NAB's decision
As RW was going to press, the NAB Radio Board was adopting anew strategy for didn't reflect the opinions of the majority
of U.S. broadcasters.
DAB—advocating in-band development.
Oh, it was aheated debate, all right, and
Eureka had some eloquent and determined
detractors. Among them was Randy
Odeneal of Sconnix, whom the NAB
named to its DAB Task Force as the voice
of the loyal opposition, or perhaps as acontainment measure.
Far from being contained, Odeneal's
... Radio A to Z
greater visibility as amember of the task
force gained more publicity for his in-band
stance. When he spearheaded a letterThe board, which met in La Quinta,
writing campaign critical of the NAB's enCalif., based its decision on adraft plan
dorsement decision, you could almost feel
from the DAB Task Force. Among other the tide turning against Eureka.
For their part, the Eureka partners werthings, the plan notes, "The number of
groups working to develop in-band DAB en't exactly bending over backwards to acsolutions has given encouragement that a commodate U.S. broadcasters—or even the
NAB, for that matter. And why should
system can be developed which will meet
the need of broadcasters without requiring
they? After all, they've got agood thing goany additional spectrum."
ing with European broadcasters, where EuWhat wasn't said was what that means for
reka is the only DAB player. People love
the NAB's negotiations with Eureka. Word
them over there.
on the street is that it probably spells the end
If Eureka really wanted to get involved
of those talks. Isuppose you can read that bewith the U.S., the partners would have to
tween the lines. For example, consider the
throw abunch of money at anarrowband
phrase: "the number of groups working to
DAB solution, and if they succeeded they'd
develop an in-band system ... "
be competing against several domestic alThink about it: the bulk of in-band DAB
ternatives.
work is being done by U.S. companies; the
** *
Eureka partners are only talking about an inIt isn't just the technical side of the isband solution, and they aren't too sure that
sue that has made the NAB's position feel
they'd even want to get into it without some
alittle seamy, either. Once it was revealed
American money. By acknowledging in-band that the NAB was aiming for astake in Euwork, the Radio Board has to be conceding
reka domestically through its for-profit subthe impact of U.S. systems in the DAB race.
sidiary, even acasual observer could see
All Ican say is, if the NAB does drop the apparent conflict of interest.
the Eureka negotiations, it would be a
What was hard to believe about all that
reversal that's long overdue.
was how reluctant the NAB was to acOnly ayear has passed since the NAB
knowledge even the appearance of aconRadio Board threw its support behind the
flict of interest. DAB Task Force Chairman
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Alan Box did make such aconcession in
Hill hearings on the matter, but only after
having been walked through the perceived
conflict.
Iknow that no one from the NAB or its
DAB Task Force is morally deficient—Ibelieve they want to provide the U.S. with a
technically solid DAB system. Ireally do.
But if you want the best in technology, you
have to maintain some objectivity and distance. When you start talking about money
and your stake in asystem, it's easy to get
too close to the whole process.
The upshot of all this, though, is that
you'd have to expect the NAB to change
its official position on DAB now, even if
there had been no controversy about Eureka. Even if there were no available inband alternatives being developed. The Eureka system was planned for operation in
the L-band, and there won't be an L-band
allocation for it.
Out-of-band spectrum for DAB now is
officially limited to the S-band—microwave

When you start
talking about
money and your
stake in a system,
it's easy to get too
close to the whole
process.
oven turf—which most people agree is only
going to be useful for satellite broadcasting, not terrestrial. S-band is the U.S. position at WARC, period.
** *
On one hand, that's amajor setback for
L-band DAB proponents, if such creatures
exist here in the U.S. On the other, it's important to remember that the FCC's announcement of its WARC recommendation
did hint at the possibility of revisiting frequency allocations after the conference.
What's more, it's doubtful that the issue
will be resolved in Spain, anyway. Keep in
mind that the actual description of DAB
technology at WARC is Broadcast Satellite
Service (otherwise known as "BSS
(sound)"). So what if the U.S. wants coprimary status for terrestrial and satellite
issues? Ihave afeeling we'll all be hearing
more about allocations long after WARC
is amemory.
For the moment, though, the smart
money has to ride on in-band solutions.
And the really brainy gamblers have to
be looking closely at USA Digital. Rumor
has it that USA Digital Radio—which has
already shown its adjacent channel DAB
system, called "Project Acorn"—has finally overcome the crosstalk problems encountered in creating an in-band, onchannel system. If so, USA Digital has
pulled ahead of the field in the DAB race.
Iguess we'll all have achance to find out
at the NAB spring convention: USA Digital has apresentation on Monday, April 13,
during a session devoted to DAB.
With all this high-stakes game playing,
it certainly is appropriate that the NAB
convention should take place in Las Vegas.
That's it for now. Tune in next time,
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READERS FORUM
If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 8003363045 or send aletter to Readers Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received
become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits

[(SHE for the record

Dear RW,
In your year-end issue (RW, Dec. 12,
1991), you had as the Number 3 story of
the year an article about the misuse of an
EBS attention signal.
Iam the chief engineer of the Missouri
radio station in question and Ifeel compelled to advise you on an important inaccuracy in that story. While it is correct that
KSHE was fined and afictional skit about
anuclear attack was aired, the FCC ruled
that a 1kHz tone which preceded the skit
was a fictitious attention signal.
The fact remains that the EBS attention
signal was never activated. The fine was for
airing afictitious attention signal. Do we
have to be careful putting a1kHz test tone
on the air? As an engineer, it seems to be
most unreasonable. It also appears to be
unfair to include questionable information
in your story in order to lend more impact
to the headline.
Of course, there never was adisagreement about the poor judgment of the disc
jockey involved, and steps have been taken
to prevent arepeat of similar situations. It
is in the interest of giving you the correct
information that Iwrite this letter to you.
Be assured that Istill think very highly of
RW and that Iread every article, even the advertisements. It remains an important source
of information to me, one Iwould not want
to miss. Keep up the good work.
John Oelke, CE
KSHE-FM
St. Louis, Mo.
Solving radio's problems

Dear RW,
It always interests me to hear radio
broadcasters complaining about the state of
our industry. Who were the people who
wanted deregulation of the broadcasting industry? Iseem to remember it was the
broadcasters. During the 1980s, we got
what we wanted, only it has totally complicated the industry and may run the entire industry broke.
In the early 1980s, there were many class
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The campaign year has begun. Even in
the broadcast industry, the message is the
same: Exercise the right to vote. In this
case, however, the vote won't decide the
country's next political leader; it will decide the fate of the Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS).
The FCC has extended until the end of
March the comment deadline on its inquiry into EBS, based on a
request by the Primary Entry Point Advisory Committee (PEPAC).
PEPAC is an association of stations formed to give the president rapid
over-the-air access across the country during times of national
emergency.
The group is now working on asignaling system for EBS and
WRSAME (aweather emergency alerting system) on AM that could
enhance EBS. An FSK data stream is modulated below the EBS twotone signal; radios outfitted with screens to decode the data stream
would provide listeners with detailed information about the nature
of the emergency warning to come.
Such an enhancement might enable EBS to emulate many of the
alerting functions available in Radio Data System (RDS) subcarrier
signaling. For the members of PEPAC, however, the enhancement
is preferable to RDS because it would not make the current EBS network obsolete, and because subcarrier signaling on AM has never
been without its problems.
On the other hand, RDS has served the European community well,
while EBS has drawn criticism for having outlived its usefulness.
RDS is now aproven technology abroad, while the enhancement to
EBS proposed by PEPAC is still being tested, and faces the process
of being refined in the field once testing is completed.
It cannot be denied that the country needs adependable emergency notification system. There will always be aneed for access to official information in times of catastrophy, whether it's provided by EBS,
RDS or some other technology.
Once again the question is put to the engineering community:
Which is preferable, replacing an aging system with anew technology that some feel is the wave of the future, or finding away to improve the usefulness of the far-reaching EBS, and thereby prevent
the uprooting of asystem in which some broadcasters have invested
thousands of dollars?
For engineers with an opinion, the window of opportunity is still
open. Tell the FCC what should be done with EBS. The Commission's decision will be based in part on the comments it receives,
and broadcasters can play an important role in the process if they
just exercise their right to vote.
—RW

The Right
To Vote

"C" FMs in their actual "city of license"
and providing aservice to these cities. You
could not move your studios and offices 40.
50, 60 or more miles into the larger, more
lucrative market. Today, all of these FMs
are competing for the dollars in the few
larger cities while their operating costs increase, and they watch the value of the
properties fall out of the ball park.
In many cases, the broadcasters that purchased these stations 10 years ago have lost
their shirts, pants, and more as they continue to operate. Every market has so many
fragmented formats that no station is dominant, but if one should get a decent
"book," two more will change to that format the following day.
Let's look at the owners. Remember
when astation buyer had to keep the property three years, or at least two? Guess
what? These guys actually had to be broadcasters, and not act like "brokers." They
had to have operating capital for one year.
Today, many of the buyers do not have the
capital to buy a soft drink.
Then there are some large multistation
owners who believe that any investment
above the initial price is not to be considered.
They operate on junk and continue that way.
Then the crooks hit the street and rape the advertisers until there is not one in the market
who will consider trusting a "radio sales person?' Once this is done, these owners sell and
move into another market where they try the
same approach again.
Deregulation has taken the sting out of
double-billing by letting it move to civil
court without any broadcast reprimand.
The actual honest broadcast sales person
weather forecast to constitute alegal identification. Since this is doubtful, maybe a
is caught in the middle of aden of thieves.
standard for AM receivers that will allow
Ialso enjoy the problems of AM radio.
We got deregulation but who would have
them to pass the NRSC standard instead of
thought that there still is no standard for
sounding like atelephone would give the
receivers that will give some of the qualsmaller communities some identification
ity frequency response of a1930s tube-type
with AM stations.
receiver? FM was designed to be asuperior
A good look at some standard for AM
medium for listening, but Idid not realize
stereo would be nice, but shouldn't quality
be as important as the name on the brand
that one way to do it was to set standards
of the receiver?
for FM and eliminate any quality standards
for AM. The good gets better at the exIt would also be nice to utilize the techpense of the competitor.
nology to eliminate fades and drop-out in
Back to the FM situation for amoment. In
AM signals including phase shifts in direcsome ways Iguess this mess is good. Ican
tional patterns. If AM stereo is just going
think of one city of roughly 50,000 in a to sound like two poor quality AM signals
county of over 200,000 in the Southeast that
with minimal separation, it really isn't
worth the time.
had one FM and four AM stations. Today,
one AM is more powerful than the others and
Any way you want to look at the broadit is "news-talk:' The other three are all recast industry for radio in the 1990s, we have
ligious formats, and so is the only other AM
some problems and hopefully some will be
in the county located in an adjacent city.
solved. Technical standards that are on the
The lone FM operator now has three
books are now being enforced for the first
time in recent years. Maybe some of the
large FMs competing and two more on the
way. It shows how amarket can go from
other things that were forgotten in deregulation will return.
famine to feast, or really the other way
It may seem hard to believe, but possiaround.
bly decent language might someday return
There is also apotential Docket 80-90
FM going into another town adjacent to this
to rock radio. I'm far from an angel, but
city. Then there is another Class "A"
Ido feel that the listener deserves respect
Docket 80-90 licensed some 15 miles away,
when Icome into their homes or cars.
which will also possibly attempt to enter
Maybe the return to radio is just adream,
this market with aslight move. Add to that but then again, who knows. The political
mood constantly swings, so maybe broadthe potential for another FM in the Class
"C" range to be built within some 40 casting can get caught up in aswing back
miles, and Ibelieve that shows what comto regulation.
petition is.
I always think of the " independent
Istill would like to see astation required
truckers" who pushed for deregulation to
to maintain studios and utilize these in the
get the loads of the regulated carriers. Now
city or town of license, to give these cities
they can, but the rates are so low they can't
or towns more than just amention in the
hardly make the fuel bill and truck pay-
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ment. A lot of radio broadcasters have
found themselves in the same boat. They
expanded when station values were high,
and now owe more than the property is
worth on the market.
Istill love radio and look forward to it
returning to agreat business again. Ijust
hope Iam around when it does.
Bob Fee
Orangeburg, S.C.
Put it In writing
Dear RW,
I'm a longtime subscriber to RW and
want to protest the exclusion of addresses
for the writers who contribute articles and
features to your newspaper.
The use of phone numbers alone implies
that the authors are willing to drop everything and yak on the phone. This philosophy of being at everybody's disposal at any
moment pervades radio, TV, and advertising, and I'm convinced that it's the major
reason so many media professionals suffer
from so many stress-related illnesses.
How rapidly my own business fell off
when Itook better care of myself than my
clients. But how much better Ifelt because
of it!
Please do us all afavor and substitute addresses for phone numbers. There is rarely
little of such significance in a follow-up
correspondence that it cannot wait, nor
cannot wait to be written in aletter. That
is, if broadcasters know how to write or sit
still long enough to do it.
Joel Martin Newman
Industrial Strength Voice
Newport, R.I.
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fled, and it sent Procom aletter on Sept.
27, 1990, asking for information about the
tower lighting. The FCC received no response and sent an inspector to the tower
site on Nov. 27, 1990. The inspector said
ern Mobility was working to secure a he found the tower unlit and unpainted,
license for that site.
which are violations of FCC tower mainProcom originally acquired the tower tenance requirements.
from Fortune Media, acompany that had
After sending asecond letter, the FCC
moved WKQD (now WHVK) to Huntsissued acitation on Dec. 13, 1990. Procom
ville, Ala. FCC records show that the tower
finally responded, but said it was not finanhas not been used since April 30, 1990.
cially able to restore lighting to the tower.
Procom later advised the FCC it would
restore "some lighting," but did not specify
whether it would be the type the FCC required. An April 4, 1991 FCC field inspection revealed that awhite light had been installed on top of the tower and ared light
was working about one-third of the way
down. At that time, the tower had no licensee and still was unpainted and inadequately lighted, the FCC said.

FM Tower May Elude Wrecking Ball
by John Gatski
MANCHESTER, Tenn. A mobile
broadcast company may be the saving grace
for an unused radio tower that was ordered
taken down by the FCC in December.
According to the FCC's Enforcement Division, the 750-foot tower, formerly used
by WKQD in nearby Tullahoma, was to be
disassembled and removed by its owner,
Procom Towers of Hixson, Tenn., within
60 days from Dec. 19.
The FCC considers the tower an air navigation hazard and has contacted the owner
several times since late 1990 about inadequate lighting and painting. The tower is

located in arural residential area of eastern Coffee County, Tenn.
FCC Enforcement Division Spokesman
Wayne McKee said Procom must comply
with the order unless another licensee is
found. "Ithink the only possibility (for the
tower to remain) is if there would be a
licensee on it," he said.
At press time, Dwight Holder, a
spokesman for Southern Mobility, a local mobile broadcast services company,
said he was negotiating with Procom to
lease the tower.
Holder said Procom had informed him
that adequate lighting had been restored in
late December. and he noted that South-

Int'l Study Looks at Technology
continued from page 3
has been criticized as ineffective by the
NAB and some members of Congress.
The task force did not urge outright
elimination of the 1'V service, but recommended it be turned off if better hours am
not found. It also suggested taking Radio
Marti and TV Marti from the United
States Information Agency (USIA) and
placing them under the Board for International Broadcasting, as are the other
"surrogate" broadcast services, Radio
Free Europe (RFE) and Radio Liberty.
On the U.S.'s international broadcasting structure, the report noted that Voice
of America (VOA), Radio Liberty, Radio Free Europe and TV Marti should
maintain their different missions for
several more years, but by the 21st century the separate services should be
streamlined into one service.
A continuing presence
"Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty . . . have acontinuing, albeit somewhat modified, mission, which will continue to be very important for some
years," the report noted. "We believe the

new role of alternatives, as opposed to
surrogate broadcasting, is to assist newly
democratic nations in establishing and developing democratic institutions, particularly afree and unfettered media."
On the China issue, which continues
to defy the European anti-communism
trend, the task force recommended increasing VOA broadcasts. Task force
discussions also noted a "desirability of
establishing a Radio Free Asia" to
China, Vietnam, North Korea Laos, and
possibly Cambodia.
If established, this service could share
VOA facilities, the report added.
Detractors of aRadio Free Asia point
to increased costs and the potential to
create instability, especially in China,
leading to chaos and violence.
Opponents also point to the difficulty
and expense in finding transmitter sites,
estimating as much as $80 million to construct and expand broadcasts into China.
Operations would run about $24 million
per year, according to one estimate.
Alternative, less costly proposals,
would include utilization of current VOA
facilities for expanded China broadcasts.

Will It Stay or Will It Go?
The FCC has ordered this
750 ft. tower dismantled, but
the owner said he has found auser.
Photo by the Tullahoma News

A local newspaper, the Tullahoma News,
reported in 1990 that the power had been
shut off May 30, 1990 because the company
reportedly was filing bankruptcy.
On Sept. 21, 1990, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued awarning to aircraft pilots flying in the area
that the tower was unlit and posed ahazard. Authorities noted a near-collision
with the tower by a helicopter on Sept.
20, 1990.
The FCC's Atlanta Field Office was noti-
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Rete 105 Tops Italian Networks
By Dario Calabrese
MILAN, Italy Italy's largest privately
owned radio network, Rete 105, also is the
country's most popular, serving about 3.2
million listeners each day through its 20 affiliates.
In the 15 years since Rete 105 was put
on the air, the service has become very successful at utilizing its resources to become
the dominant Italian network.
Unlike the U.S., private commercial stations in Italy were unregulated until ainedia law passed last year. The regulations,
however, have not yet been fully implemented because of the complexity of
technical issues, particularly concerning
frequency allocations.
Rete 105 has applied for licenses under
the new law, and president and owner
Edoardo Hazan is confident that alicense's
added legitimacy will further enhance the
network's lofty status. Hazan also manages
the Italian language service of Radio Monte
Carlo, the official broadcaster of nearby
Monaco.
A former pirate
Developed by acompany of 10 friends,
Rete 105 began in February 1976 as alocal
Milan station. At the time, goverrunent-run
radio was the norm. "There was amonopoly law at the time; strictly speaking, we
were pirates," Hazan said.
Rete 105's main studios are in Milan.
Studio 1, is used for live broadcasts and
recordings. Studio 2, filled with equipment
of various models and makes, is used for
recording only. In Studio 2, national corn-

mercials are inserted onto tape. Local commercials are recorded with cue codes on
the tape, through aCepar automatic system, to alert operators at the local stations.
Cue tones are sent from Milan to the various network members to alert them as to
which commercials, national or local, are
to run.
Other Studio 2activities include listening to music and developing the programming, using the Selector system made by
Radio Computing Services. In addition to
Studios 1and 2, there is arelatively large
room, used to broadcast programs before
alive audience.
Finally, in addition to two vehicles used
for pop concerts and other remotes, there
is an off site studio located in alarge and
famous downtown music store, Ricordi.
Here, Rete 105 broadcasts some live programs when, for example, apop star will
sign copies of a new record.
Radio Monte Carlo
Radio Monte Carlo broadcasts live from
6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and from 9 p.m. to 12
p.m.; from midnight to 6a.m. it broadcasts
recorded music. Throughout the rest of the
day, programs are originated from the main
studio in Monte Carlo, getting to Milan
through two radio links. One is the same
14 GHz link used by Tele Monte Carlo, the
principality's TV station.
The radio operation uses one of the audio subcarriers of this link, manufactured
by Thomson and owned by Tele Monte
Carlo. The other one, used as abackup,
is a900 MHz FM link made in Italy by
continued on page 11
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EBS Group Wins Comment Extension
by Alex Zavistovich

tests, EBS tones and Weather Radio
Specific Area Message Encoder
WASHINGTON An association of (WRSAME) messages are broadcast over
broadcast stations looking to improve
KCMO (AM) in Kansas City, Mo.
emergency notification without abandonThe tests are being conducted because
ing the Emergency Broadcast System
PEPAC believes that the current two-tone
(EBS) has successfully petitioned the FCC
EBS system should not be replaced, but alto extend aNotice of Inquiry (N01) on new
tered to allow better interpretation of the type
EBS technologies.
of emergency warnings that are broadcast.
The FCC has extended the comments
PEPAC's attorneys filed for the deadline
deadline for its EBS inquiry (Docket 91-171)
extension in late 1991, maintaining that adfrom Dec. 31, 1991 to March 31, based on a ditional time would "greatly facilitate firm
request by the Primary Entry Point Advisory
recommendations by PEPAC and others for
Committee (PEPAC) for more time to comrevision and improvement of EBS techniplete its testing of enhancements to EBS. The
cal facilities."
extension for comments, however, will run
PEPAC's president, KCMO CE Lloyd
until March 31, 1992, instead of PEPAC's requested June 30 cutoff date.
The earlier-than-requested extension was
approved because the FCC wants to present comment summaries to the national
level EBS Advisory Committee at its April
23, 1992 meeting in Washington.
The order also notes that any test results
and comments filed after the closing date also
will be considered, although the deadline for
reply comments will be June 30, 1992.
PEPAC is agroup of 30 radio stations
in the continental U.S., organized to provide the president ameans of primary access to the country in the event of national
emergency. Seven more stations are soon
to come on line.
The group has experimental authorization to conduct AM band on-line experiments for EBS enhancements. During the

WARC Eyes
DAB Issues
lb- continued from page 1

broadcast groups, have leaned toward other
spectrum including the L-band (1500
MHz). Still, another European bloc, the
Conference for European Postal and
Telecommunications Administrators
(CEP'!') has expressed interest in the 2600
MHz range.
Indications are that the U.S. will not
budge from its Sband allocation position
on satellite DAB. The U.S. government vetoed the Lband proposal—based on military objections.
With the divergent spectrum proposals
on the table, WARC watchers are waiting
to see how much clout the U.S. has in
rounding up support for its position. Before the conference began, Canada expressed confidence that it could rally support for its L-band position.
U.S. delegation spokeswoman Judy Jamison said the U.S. would not discuss any
backup or alternative positions to Sband
prior to the issues being discussed at the
conference.
Terrestrial DAB for the U.S. will not be
afocal point at WARC, delegation members said. The FCC, however, indicated in
its WARC position last summer that terrestrial DAB spectrum could be dealt with as
apost-WARC issue.
With agovernment lock on L-band and
S-band's unsuitability for terrestrial broadcasting, the U.S. is likely to emerge with
some type of in-band terrestrial system.
Other WARC spectrum issues to be discussed include opening up more spectrum
for shortwave broadcasting, which has become overcrowded in recent years.

Collins, said testing is going well so far.
The tests involve an FSK signal mixed
into adata stream of the EBS two-tone signal with the WRSAME codes. The relative
level of the tones is still being decided, he
said. Test messages have been "all the letters, all the numbers, and punctuation,"
Collins said. Messages have been received
under avariety of conditions, he added, including long distance skywave.
The system will allow auser, whose receiver has been equipped or modified with
adisplay screen, to read messages indicating the type of emergency information to
be provided by EBS.
At press time, the engineers involved

with the tests were planning asimpler system for operators to set up and send the
FSK messages; failures during the tests
have been traced to "pilot error," Collins
said.
Despite minor user errors, Collins feels
this signaling system should "travel at least
through CPCS-1 stations automatically," as
it allows for enhanced EBS service with little operator intervention. Decoders for either EBS or WRSAME alerts will receive
the enhancement signal, Collins added.
For Collins, an advantage to this system
over others is that it is an inband solution.
Reliable, inaudible subcarrier messages
have been difficult to implement for AM,
he said.
Some industry observers have proposed
abandoning EBS, and replacing it with another system, such as the Radio Data System (RDS).
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Insider Authors Examine Industry
"WLT: A Radio Romance"
Garrison Keillor
Viking Press, N.Y.
"Radio Waves— Life and
Revolution on the FM Dial"
Jim Ladd
St. Martin's Press, N.Y.
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK Whether you
work in the production, engineering or business side of radio, an
occasional self-examination
might raise the question, "What
attracted me to the medium in
the first place?" The answer can

be revealing.
From my first radio " experience" in the 1950s—listening
with my grandmother to the live
soaps beside the big glowing RCA
console, to this very day as awriter
and producer of programs—I've
been attracted to radio because of
its magical quality.
Along with the magic of radio
always came its breathtaking
power. When used in creative
ways, radio was—and still is—a
force to be reckoned with. As I
see it, there were two great creative periods in radio. For AM, it
came in the late 1920s and lasted
maybe 15 years. For FM, it be-

gan in the mid-1960s and was
gone in less than adecade.
Glory days
Two excellent new books examine the early creative days of AM
and FM radio in America.
Though Garrison Keillor's
"WLT: A Radio Romance" (Viking, N.Y.) and Jim Ladd's "Radio
Waves—Life and Revolution on
the FM Dial" (St. Martin's Press,
N.Y.) cover two distinct periods in
history, the similarities of what
made great radio are strikingly
close. Both books helped me refocus on the magic that attracted
me to radio in the first place.

Keillor's book charts the course
of the mythical WLT (With Lettuce and Tomato), the Minneapolis creation of the brothers
Ray and Roy Soderbjerg, who
started the station in 1926 to rescue a failing restaurant. For the
next quarter century, the
"Friendly Neighbor" station
produced a dazzling array of
shows and stars, including Leo
LaValley, Dad Benson, Wingo
Beals, Slim Graves and his son
Little Buddy, chain-smoking child
star Marjery Moore, blind sports
announcer Buck Steller, and "The
Homemaker's Hour," with
LaWella Wells giving household
tips—reportedly in her underwear.
Through the antics of these
characters comes amessage about
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the medium. Keillor laments that
radio "was araw primitive gorgeous device that had unfortunately been discovered too late.
In the proper order of things, it
should have come somewhere between the wheel and the printing
press. It belonged to the age of
bards and storytellers who squatted by the fire, when all news and
knowledge was transmitted by
telling."
Coming after the development
of literature, radio was imprisoned. " Literature had taken radio and hung scripts around its
neck, choking the free flow of expression that alone could give radio life. Scripts made radio cautious, formal, tight, devoted to
lines. But radio is not lines—radio
is air!" The medium, Keillor
writes, is "dreamlike, precognitive, primitive, intimate. It has
less to do with politics or society
than with sex, nature and religion."
Along came FM
Eventually, the fly-by-the-seatof-the-pants performers of WLT
were done in by television and big
money. The first "Golden Age of
Radio" was dead. But then, in the
mid-1960s, when nobody was
looking, a new creative renaissance emerged on the then
"worthless" FM dial. Just as before, radio again took on a "free
form" style and became the storyteller and cultural link for a
generation of young people who
found mindless Top 40 AM hopelessly out of touch with their lives.
Jim Ladd, later to become one
of the nation's top modern radio
storytellers (he calls it beating the
"tribal drum"), traces the creative
history of FM from the first freeform station in San Francisco,
which was invented by a 350pound wild Irishman named Tom
Donahue. Donahue eventually became the driving force behind San
Francisco's KSAN, one of the
most studied FM radio stations in
history.
"We always called it free form,"
Ladd wrote. " Free- form radio
was an approach to the music and
the show itself, which resulted in
ahighly personal and completely
spontaneous new art form."
"Radio Waves" chronicles the
explosion and then the fall of free
form radio. Ladd describes his
own career and rise to stardom at
L.A.'s KMET and his continuing
fight with consultants who eventually turned FM into what he
called "the format."
Just as the creativity of AM was
snuffed out by "big money," the
demise of free-form FM met the
same fate when words like "format," " research," and "demographics" began to dominate the
radio lexicon. One of Keillor's
characters summed it up nicely:
"We amounted to something.
Radio spanned the continent and
radios were built to pull in signals
from far away. The Zenith had a
tuning knob as big as agrapefruit.
These little dinky plastic pisspot
radios you buy today won't get a
signal from 30 miles away and
why should they?
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the standard AES/EBU digital input Secondary and
Tertiary cues are standard. Dubbir,g is made easy
with the START ON AUDIO feature which allows a

Professional Prices
DCR1020 Master Player

$2,775

variable threshold audio detector to begin the process

DCR1025 Subplayer

$ 1,650

automatically.
Addirg a readily available PC/AT
keyboard permits titling carts, editing heir " cue tones,"

(Available Spring 1992)

end checking, and looping.

DCR1040 Record Module

A Centronics parallel

$2,600

DCR1000 Preliminary Technical Specifications

Audio:
Inputs

Electronically Balanced
Input Impedance
> 10 KQ
Maximum Input Level
+ 20 dBu
Adjustable down to 0 dBu

Outputs

Electronic Transformer

Output Impedance
Maximum Output Level

20 Q
+ 20 dBu

Adjustable down to 0 dBu
Frequency Response
44.1 kHz sampling
32 kHz sampling
22.05 kHz sampling

40 Hz - 20 kHz ± 0.5 dB
40 Hz - 15 kHz ±0.5 dB
40 Hz - 10 kHz ± 0.5 dB

Signal to Noise Ratio

> 90 dB
‹.05 %

Total Harmonic Distortion
(Record/Play @ ikHz)
Crosstalk
Wow & Flutter
Phase Error

Unmeasureable

Disk Subsystem:
Mean Time Between Failures
Mean Time To Repair
Disk Life

>20,000 hours
<15 minutes
>3 x 10 6 passes/track
2MB ( HD)
4MB ( ED)
13.3MB (TD)

Media

Recording Time
(Stereo, 32 kHz Sampling, 13.3MB Media)

518"

,DYNAMAX®

Cr

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC
Fidelipac Corporation

P.O. Box 808 • Moorestown, NJ 08057 • USA
TEL: ( 609) 235-3900 • FAX: (609) 235-7779
Specifications and prices subject to change without notice
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Grateful Dead Broadcasts Live Digital
continued from page 1

"This was an attempt to try to stretch out,
to break away from the mold of what you
light expect to hear in alive broadcast and
replace it with phenomenal sounding audio." flealy explained.
Improving live audio
For the commercial stations, they used
Sony F-1 units with phase linear filters to
feed digital pulse code modulation (PCM)
into an established fiber video link between
Figure 1.

NOTES:

tions was microwaved to NPR's San Francisco uplink at KQED via arelay station
in San Bruno and the Sutro Tower. The
NPR system is analog, but the signal remained digital until delivery at the uplink.
KKSF's Chief Engineer Tim Pozar was
technical director of the broadcast. He was
pleased with the results and said the quality approached "pristine audio." Although
everything went smoothly this time, he emphasized the importance of redundancy in
aproduction this elaborate and expensive.

Audio Paths to Uplink NYE '92

• Video microwave links are used to ship the PCM -encoded audio to the uplink
sites. Audio subcarriers on the video links carry an analog feed for backup in case
the PCM encoder, or decoder at the uplinks, die.
*SS= Spectrum Satellite

To
SatCom
T1 to LA
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SS'
I
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the Oakland Coliseum and a station in
Richmond, Calif., where it was microwaved to the SatCom uplink in San Francisco at KNBR/KFOG via the Sutro Tower.
Since SatCom is a digital system, the
commercial stations received asignal that
was effectively digital throughout the entire transmission process, though it went
through abrief analog phase during the digital to digital conversion at the uplink. The
digital PCM for the non-commercial sta-

KPIX

San
Bruno

Fabre

13CHz
(FIX

"If any of the links failed there were anumber of backups," he said.
The crew also kept abackup F-1 unit at
each coding and decoding site.
Of course, the music was the focal point
of the broadcast. Healy chose not to use aremote truck. Instead, he fed the stereo house
mix through amodified IC Electronics delay and blended it with the output of aSony
stereo matrix microphone located near his
custom-designed soundboard.

Audio Design Winners
Recognized by Sony
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK
For decades, the Sony Corporation has
been an international leader in the design of innovative consumer audio products. But the five winners in Sony's Design
Vision '91 student competition from the Americas had afew
criticisms and suggestions for the venerable Japanese company
about the next generation of home sound systems.
Out are boxy, stacicable stereo components tied together by
cables. In are elegant, compact, wireless, interactive devices
of different shapes and sizes, which communicate among themselves through infrared light.
"Right now most sound systems are black boxes. Musical
instruments and sound are so beautiful; why is it when it comes
to reproduction of music we have this black box?" asked Brian
Channell, an industrial design major at the Art Center College of Design, Pasadena, Calif.
Chamiell is one of the top five winners, who come from North,
Central and South America. He submitted awinning design entitled MILO. Using the elements of African culture, music and
art, he designed anew way of hearing and seeing sound.
"People are losing their identity. There is no culture," Channell said. "Iwanted to design aproduct with ahistory behind
it. It relates to history but is high tech. It has tension and form."
The team of Eduardo Scianunarella and Norio Fujikawa,
production design majors from the Institute of Design, Illinois
Institute of Technology, were winners for SOUNDANCE, a
cybernetic home audio visual environment.
"It can be interactive or passive. You can conduct music with
an infrared wand. You just tell the computer you want to control
the violins in aCD and you can. It also has bio-electric sensors
which strap onto your body. These synthesize the electrochemical
signals your brain sends to the muscles and that synthesizes the
music. You can become the violin and when you dance and move
you can create original music;' Sciammarella said.

The delay matches the time exactly, so
there's no echo. "The object is that you get
the perspective of the room and the audience, but you also get the audio quality
of adirect board mix," Healy said.
An intricate mix
The breaks between the sets included live
interviews and several complex preproduced segments. Pozar said this aspect
of the production was both hectic and rewarding. "We built aproduction facility on
the 26th and were in production until the
night of the 30th," Pozar said.
Again, the prevailing technology was
digital. The production studio included two
Sound Tools digital workstations, Panasonic and Sony DAT machines and CD
players. Myriad microphones were used.
including a Neumann U47 tube microphone that Healy brought out of his personal collection for word jazz artist Ken
Nordine, one of the show's hosts.
Another host, David Gans, also was
responsible for several of the prerecorded
segments. Gans has accumulated years of
production experience putting together his
nationally- syndicated program, "The
Grateful Dead Hour." This time, however,
he worked in conjunction with two editors
who operated the digital workstations,
Gregg McVicar and Bob Ohlsson.
Gans was extremely impressed with the
results. "Personally, Ifell in love with that
whole thing. Ienjoy editing on quarter-inch
tape, but Idiscovered the versatility of digital editing.
"I'd walk in and say, 'Oh, no, no, this

SOUNDANCES also features avirtual reality component
that allows adancer to record apartner on aspecial video
tape and dance with that three-dimensional partner at anytime by simply playing back the tape. One can even dance
with a 3-D replica of oneself.
"All of this technology is available today. It is not blue sky,"
Sciarnmarella said.
The digital audio workstation concept is transformed to the
home in Adam Richardson's POST-ANALOG AUDIO SYSTEM. "This is very much ahands-on device. It has plug-in
modules and allows alot of user input," he said.
"I'm predicting that what happened to personal computers will
happen with audio;' Richardson said. He is an industrial design major from the California College of Arts and Crafts.
SONY HANGMAN is awall-mounted modular system of
graphically interactive sound components, designed by Ernesto Villabolos, aproduct design major at Pasadena's Art
Center College of Design.
"Components now stack on each other. Ithought why not
make asystem more dynamic. My project is atype of sculpture on the wall. From far away you see these forms connected and its kind of abstract. When you walk up closer you
see it's astereo," Villabolos said.
A consumer would buy only the HANGMAN components
needed and can configure them in many different ways. The
speakers, also wall mounted, communicate with the other
components via infrared light.
Max Herr's OPUS 01 also attacks traditional box-like stereo
components. "With boxes we experience just the front—the
knobs— and never the back or what's going on inside," Herr said.
OPUS 01 has a very thin front that serves as a twodimensional interface and the back is three-dimensional, organic, alive and aggressive.
"Someone said while viewing it, 'my grandmother would love
the front of this and my 10-year-old son would love the back.'
That's perfect. That's exactly what Iwant," said Herr, aproduct design major from the Parsons School of Design, New York.
The five winners from the Americas were to travel to Japan in late 1991 to compete in the grand finals with students
from Europe and the Far East. One previous winner in the
competition also ended up winning ajob with Sony as aproduct designer.

phrase is alittle too long, we intended to
stop here.' If Ihad been doing that on multitrack it would have been tear your hair
out time. It would have meant re-editing the
two-track on that particular cue and laying
everything else in again.
"Here, all he had to do was shorten the cue
that we were talking about and everything
else just laid itself back in sequence. The versatility of the tools and the skill of the editors were areal joy from acreative standpoint. It enabled things to be done that ayear
or two ago would not have been possible."
Once the productions were finished, they
were transferred to carts for broadcast on
modified Pacific Recorders & Engineering
Tomcats. This was one of the few analog
links in the production system, but Pozar
said if they do it again next year, they plan
to use digital storage, too.

Rete 105 is Top
Italian Network
in- continued from page 8

Elea (whose products are distributed in the
Western Hemisphere by Bext, of San
Diego, Calif.).
During live broadcasts of Rete 105, one or
more disc jockeys are at the console and an
engineer is in the control room, with the DJ
sometimes breaking in. Often the engineers
separate the local and national commercials.
Centralized operation
As for the other network stations, they
are not equipped with elaborate studios because production is carried out in Milan.
Processing is centralized throughout the
network using the Optimod FM processor.
Major maintenance and installations are
provided by aten-member team called the
Radio Engineering Co., based in Milan, and
owned by Rete 105. Routine maintenance
sometimes is conducted by local contractors.
Radio Engineering Co. Chief Engineer
Marco Cavestro said the network used alot
of Elpro transmission equipment in the
past, but now that the company has closed,
equipment comes from Siel, Elenos and
Sira—all Italian companies.
"The final stage on this roof is made by
IRTE and all the 900 MHz links by Elca,
also Italian manufacturers. In general, we
try as much as possible to have more than
one supplier—not to depend on just one,"
Cavestro said.
Rete 105 uses some foreign equipment,
including Rohde & Schwarz stereo and
RDS encoders as well as studio equipment
manufactured overseas.
Cavestro said that large equipment purchases such as transmission equipment are
budgeted through the network, but with
less expensive studio equipment, there are
no strict limits. The 1991 equipment budget
for Rete 105 was slightly more than $2million, he added.
Rete 105 relies on aregular maintenance
schedule to avoid technical problems.
"If there is a sudden malfunction, the
same engineer working in the control room
will try to solve the immediate problem in
the best possible way—for example, by
replacing the defective machine with one
of the backup devices that are always kept
available:' Cavestro said. "The defective
machine itself will then be fixed later, by
other people in the engineering company,
or sent to the manufacturer for repair."
Hazan is proud of his unique engineering department. "If there is a lightning
strike or any other technical emergency
anywhere in Italy, our engineers will be
there within 24 hours."
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Assembling aSimple Series Circuit
This is the eighth in a 10-part series
called DC Fundamentals. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.2
CEUs (Continuing Education Units) to
registered students who successfully
complete the course and an examination
mailed at its conclusion.
To register, contact the Director of
Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3159.
The fee for the course is $30.

through all of the resistors to travel from
the negative terminal to the positive terminal of the battery.
If the current path is opened, or disconnected, at any location between
the negative and positive terminal, all
electron flow ceases.
The current flowing through the circuit in Figure 1 will be limited by the
Figure 1.

500
Y e.

by Ed Montgomery

R,

Part VIII
ANNANDALE, Va. Previous to
this lesson, voltage, current, resistance,
and power have been discussed. Now it
is time to assemble a simple circuit and
analyze how Ohm's Law and Watt's Law
actually work.
Figure 1 is an illustration of a series
circuit. Note that all of the components
are connected end to end or in a series
beginning with R1 connected to the
negative side of the battery and then
connected to R2 and subsequently R3
which is connected to the positive side
of the battery.
Go with the flow
Observing Figure 1, you will note that
there is only one path for electron flow
throughout the circuit. Current must pass

R,

400

R,
*IOW
600
R, = R, + R, + R3 + RN

amount of resistance contained in the circuit. In a series circuit, the total resistance is equal to the sum of all the individual resistors in the circuit.
In this example the total resistance is
equal to: 60+40+50 ohms or 150 ohms.
This is the total amount of resistance for
which the battery will have to supply
current. The total resistance is often
described as a load.

Figure 2.
500

Current in a series circuit will be
the same value in all of the components
because it is determined by the total
resistance of the series circuit. Using
Ohm's Law, the total current can be
determined: (150 Volts)/(150 Ohms)=1
Ampere.
Voltage drops
As current flows through the circuit,
a certain amount of potential is necessary to move the electrons through each
resistor. In Figure 1, 150 volts is the
total applied potential to the circuit.
This total voltage will be expended,
or used up, as the current passes through
the resistors. This is known as Kirchoff s
Voltage Law. It can be calculated using
Ohm's Law, V=IR:
V1=(1 Ampere)(60 Oluns)=60 Volts
V2=(1 Ampere)(40 Oluns)=40 Volts
V3=(1 Ampere)(50 Ohms)=50 Volts
If the individual voltage drops are
added up, they will equal the source
voltage of 150 volts. The sum of the
voltage drops across each resistor subtracted from the source voltage will equal
zero.
This is always the case and confirms Kirchoffs Law. Any answer, in
DC circuitry, that does not add up to
the source voltage or subtract to zero
is wrong.
Power consumed while passing current
through the resistors can be determine
using Watt's Law: P=(I)(V).

R,

150

Find:

V,
V,
V,

AT

ohms
amperes

volts
volts
volts

P,

watts

P,
P3

watts
watts

P1=(1 Ampere)(60 Volts)=60 Watts
P2=(1 Ampere)(40 Volts)=40 Watts
P3=(1 Ampere)(50 Volts)=50 Watts
Total power dissipated in the circuit
is equal to the sum of the individual
powers—in this instance, 150 Watts.
Figure 2is an example for you to check
your knowledge of a series circuit.
Answers from Lesson 7 are: 45,000
Ohms ±5 percent, and 7.5 Ohms ±10
percent.
El OD

Ed Montgomery is a communications
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High Schoolfor
Science and Technology. He has taught
broadcast engineering at Northern Virginia
Community College and worked as abroadcast engineerfor several radio stations. He
can be reached at 703-750-5090.

MASTER AUDIO ROUTING
Modular expandability from 16 x16 to 512 x512

7x99 event/salvo capability with embedded controls

Supports up to 124 remotes

Nonvolatile memory with data cartridge archiving

RS-232 and logging printer interface

User programmable with security and alarms

Built-in metering and monitoring

Only the ITC Audio Switcher provides complete and cost effective
facility routing control, design flexibility and maintains professional
audio performance specifications.

Want to know more about the ITC Audio Switcher?
Call us at (800)447-0414 or (309)828-1381. FAX: (309)828-1386

International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
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that each sample is slipped in time to
be bit-accurate compared to our master
timing reference.
A single frame of an AES/EBU-format
signal at a 32 kHz sampling rate occupies 31.25 microseconds, aperiod that
duction/air studios connected to a mascan be easily buffered and/or frameter control suite—can now maintain a jogged using a small amount of RAM
highly defined timing accuracy to a and a simple DSP chip.
Depending on cable lengths and other
master synchronization source.
Put succinctly, such digital sources
factors, some inputs might arrive a few
will use the time-slot references conmicroseconds ahead or behind the sync
tained within the master sync standard
reference, but these timing differences can
to accurately time the generation of be adjusted and each input brought into
AES/EBU-format digital samples in
perfect sync.
terms of both channel and bit synchTo greatly simplify life in the all-digital
studio, technical specifications for such timronism.
ing references already exist. Last year, the
Intelligent data
Audio Engineering Society published AES11Now all we require is a small amount
1991, "AES Recommended Practice for Digof intelligent data buffering at each digiital Audio Engineering—Synchronization of
continued on page 17 10tal mixer input, for example, to ensure

DIGITAL DOMAIN

Synchronization: Locking the Binary Bits
by Mel Lambert
STUDIO CITY, Calif. It's a fact of
life that digital technology represents
a two-edged sword. While, on the one
hand, digital recorders, processors,
workstations and transmission channels
offer higher fidelity than their analog
equivalents, there can be no denying
that life in the digital lane is far from
uninteresting.
As I have pointed out in recent
columns, digital interfacing needs to be
addressed with care and attention to
detail. Within larger facilities—particularly when linking multiple workstations and other digital components—
the subject of synchronizing the timing
references of each sub-system becomes
of paramount importance.
Consider a situation where several
different digital sources are to be combined within a digital mixer, or transferred via several processors from one
side of an all-digital facility to another.
For reasons that soon become obvious
to any chief engineer who has attempted
to perform such a simple feat, timing
references are of paramount importance.

used to buffer each input, while a highspeed computer calculates the most reliable source and then re-times each of the
other bitstreams against this "absolute
time reference."
It makes greater sense, however,
for a broadcast complex to use a common digital synchronization signal within a multiroom facility, and then ensure that every system component locks
the master clock of each internal processor to this highly accurate "sync standard."
Each system component that is outputting a digital signal—multiple DAT
machines, for example, or several pro-

It's a different animal
In the analog domain, certain talented
individuals may accurately detect timing
and/or phase differences between sources
as low as several milliseconds. One might
assume that just so long as we ensure
that digital path lengths—and processing
delays for more complex systems—are
kept below, let's say, 1-2 mS, then we
can combine different sources with
complete impunity.
What we are overlooking, however, is
that to ensure appropriate sample values
are maintained, each individual bit within
these component digital data blocks needs
to arrive simultaneously.
Consider the case of our preferred use
of correctly implemented AES/EBU I/Os,
preferably ones that conform to the new
AES3-199X Recommended Practice.
For a sampling frequency of 32 kHz,
each individual data bit within the
32-bit AES/EBU bitstream occupies
488 nanoseconds. In other words, a
timing error of just under 0.5 microseconds can result in a 50 percent
reduction in signal level.
To see how this could occur, consider that a single displaced or offset
data bit is equivalent to an arithmetic
shift right within the serial data stream.
Timing errors greater than these values
can result in even more unpredictable
results.
Internal traffic Jams
While we can utilize digital I/O cable
lengths that fall within this tight 488
nS tolerance window, consider the case
of component units that incorporate
variable amounts of internal processing
delay; say a digital equalizer or reverb
unit that has been inserted into one signal path.
It is now highly likely that digital inputs will arrive asynchronously at the input of a multichannel digital mixer.
Several technical solutions come to mind
as possible work-arounds for such
dilemmas.
Maybe amassive RAM bank could be
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LINE OUT

Sound Advice for Room Treatments
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. When you listen to
an announcer or agroup discussion on your
station, is the sound boomy and muddy?
If so, you need to upgrade the acoustic
treatment of the studio. This article will tell
you how to do it yourself.
First, shorten the reverberation time by
adding sound-absorbent materials. High
frequencies are best absorbed by porous,
fibrous materials such as fiberglass insulation, acoustic tile, foam plastic, carpeting, and curtains.
Space these materials several inches

RADIO'S
YOU

TOP

BETTER

from the wall—instead of on the wall—so
as to extend their absorption into the midbass region. Low-frequency absorbers
called "bass traps" can be formed of flexible surfaces such as wood paneling or
linoleum mounted over asealed air space
of several inches.
Soak in some waves
It's important to have equal sound absorption at all frequencies up to about 4000
Hz. Here's why: Suppose aroom is highly
absorbent at high frequencies, but not at
low frequencies.
The highs will be quickly absorbed but
the lows will continue bouncing around the

TEN!

OTARI

room. Consequently, the reverberation time
will be short at high frequencies and long
Figure 1.
Height

Width

Length

1

1.14

1.39

1

1.17

1.47

1

1.26

1.41

1

1.28

1.54
2.10

1

1.45

1

1.47

1.70

1

1.60

2.33

1

1.62

2.62

at low frequencies.
If you pick up speech in such aroom,

GIVES

CHOICES.

Otari's new audio recorders for
radio give you features to fit any
application or budget. This means
you're not forced to make compromises when choosing arecorder, so
your station sounds better to listeners, and is more efficient. And, of
course, Otari's legendary reliability
means less down-time.
On the forefront, there's aline
of digital disk recorders including the
new 2-track DDR-10, and the
ProDisk 464 with up to 64 tracks for
multitrack production.

Then. Otari's famous "workhorse" 5050 B11 machine, the choice
of radio professionals the world over,
has become the Bill — just as tough,
and twice as easy to use. And it has
all the things you asked for, like aQ
speaker, independent left/right reel
size select, dynamic braking, and
much more!
A new line of 2, 4and 8-track
machines, the 5050 MKIV Series,
delivers state-of-the-art performance, plus features that will make
your life easier, like abuilt-in
autolocator with 3one-touch, cuepoint memories and return-to-zero.
Don't forget the MX-50II; a
professional 2-track with aprice that
will astound you, and the MX-55
with all the features you'll ever need
today, or tomorrow. (The "50II" and
the "55" both offer aVoice Editing
Module for normal pitch at twice
play speed.)
Then there's our multi-tracks,
from 32 tracks on down, at almost
every price level — 8machines, 12
different versions! And, of course,
the CTM-10, ahigh performance
cart machine we built for perfectionists, and an automated radio station
reproducer.
Before you purchase any audio
machine, look into Otari's line-up
for the broadcaster. We think you'll
find exactly what you need, at aprice
that fits your budget. Call Otan at
(415) 341-5900 for more information.

DUMB

the sound is likely to be bassy, boomy and
muddy, due to the persistence of lowfrequency reverberation.
Let's translate that into material terms.
If your studio has alot of fibrous absorbent materials but has no bass traps, you can
expect dull and muddy sound. Tacking carpet or acoustic tiles to all the walls is not
the way to create agood-sounding studio.
Bass Notes
Try the following treatments instead: carpet the floor, or attach open-cell acousticfoam wedges (such as SonexTM or Cutting
WedgeTM) on or near the walls. The
thicker the foam, the better the lowfrequency absorption. Four-inch-thick
foam on the wall absorbs frequencies from
about 400 Hz up. Install afloating acoustictile ceiling (the airspace absorbs low frequencies).
For bass trapping, you can make some
panel absorbers as follows: nail 1/4-inch
and 1/8-inch thick plywood panels to twoinch furring strips (battens). Put fiberglass
insulation in the air space behind the panel
Cover about half the wall area in this manner.
Alternatively, you can buy ready-made
bass traps, such as ASC Ube TrapsTm.
The company's address is P.O. Box 1189,
Eugene, Ore. 97440, phone 503-343-9727.
For wide-range absorption, nail some
pressed fiberglass board (Owens-Corning
Type 703, 3 lb/cu. ft.) onto 2x6 studs,
spaced four feet apart on the existing wall,
with fiberglass insulation in the air space.
Putting the absorbent material in patches,
rather than all together, promotes an even

distribution, or "diffusion" of sound in the
room.
This acoustic treatment will also reduce
flutter echoes. So will making the walls
non-parallel, or using diffusors such as
made by RPG. RPG Diffusor Systems Inc.
is at 12003 Wimbleton St., Largo, Md.
20772, phone 301-249-5647.
Controlling standing waves
Frequencies at which the room
resonates, most noticeable below 300 Hz,
are called "room modes" or "normal
modes." Resonance peaks of up to 10 dB
can occur. Room modes occur in physical
patterns called "standing waves:' They give
atubby or boomy coloration and should be
minimized.
The frequencies at which the room
resonates depend on the dimensions of the
room—its length, width, and height. If
these dimensions are identical, the same
modal frequencies will be reinforced in all
three dimensions, greatly emphasizing certain low frequencies.
Conversely, if the dimensions are not
multiples of each other, the modes will be
different for each dimension. Then each
room mode will be reinforced in only one
dimension and there will be amore even
distribution of resonance frequencies.
Figure 1shows several ratios of room
dimensions that uniformly distribute the
modal frequencies. Taking the top ratio
as an example, if the ceiling height is
10 feet, the room width should be 11.4
continued on page 19
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What Are the Hazards of RF Exposure?
by W.C. Alexander
DALLAS Ever since the first AM station signed on the air, tower workers have
been climbing "hot" (energized) towers.
The trick is to get onto the tower either in
aleap or from an insulated platform (such
as a wooden ladder) so as not to form a
shunt to ground with one's body. Once on
the tower, climbing and moving around are,
for the most part, painless.
Ihave climbed hot towers many times since
Igot into this business. The only unique hazards that Ihave observed are the occasional
RF burn from sharp-edged hardware or a

poorly bonded piece of coax.
My eyes did not swell and pop out of my
head, both my children have the right number of fingers and toes (each has only one
head), and Iam quite healthy. So is there any
danger in climbing a "hot" tower?
RF guides
In its RF Protection Guide (RFPG), the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) sets the maximum permissible power
density, electric and magnetic field strength
limits for stations operating in AM-band frequencies at 100 mW/cm2,400,000 V2/m2,and
2.5 A2/m2,respectively.
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MicroMixer:

like adding afew more

channels to your console!

These limits seem pretty high if you compare them to the 1mW/cm2 power density
limit set for stations operating at FM frequencies. Still, for a1kW station, the minimum
distance that the general public must be kept
from aradiating antenna element is about
three meters.
A man climbing an energized AM tower
is going to get alot more intimate with it than
three meters. According to the RFPG, climbing a "hot" AM tower is adefinite "no-no?'
The predicament is that it is thus impossible to carry out necessary maintenance and
repair work on AM towers without shutting
down completely. Very few stations have the
luxury of aseparate, auxiliary antenna system, so in most cases workers are still climbing the towers "hot?'
How can a broadcaster certify that exposures do not exceed the ANSI limits when
workers are actually on the tower?
FCC study
To answer the question, the FCC's Office
of Engineering and Technology (OET) commissioned astudy last year. The study was
undertaken by Richard Tell and Associates
and areport submitted to the OET.
The document is titled, "Induced Body
Currents and Hot AM Tower Climbing: Assessing Human Exposure in Relation to the
ANSI Radiofrequency Protection Guide:' It
is available from the FCC's copy contractor
and others. Within is some very interesting
reading.

Tell's study is based on the concept that by
determining the amount of current flowing
through the worker's body, the localized value
of the specific absorption rate (SAR) in the
wrist (typically the narrowest point in the
"circuit") can be determined and compared
to the SAR limit of the ANSI standard of 8
W/kg averaged over any one gram of tissue.
Both loop currents (currents produced by
magnetic fields fluxing through the aperture
of aloop formed by the body and the tower)
and eddy currents (produced as circulating
currents within the body cross-section when
the magnetic field is incident normally to the
cross-section having the largest effective radius) were also considered in the study.
To measure the current, atest jig was constructed. This jig consisted of astandard,
thermocouple-type RF millimeter meter
movement mounted on apiece of plywood.
A fuse was used to protect the meter, and
electrodes were provided that were suitable
for holding by hand and making electrical
contact with the tower structure.
The "guinea pig" of the test climbed to a
specified height on the tower—measured
with either atape measure or by reference to
a known point—safetied off with a nonconductive life-line, held the current measurement jig in one hand and made contact between the tower structure.
Live wire act
The RF current flowing into the arm of the
climber caused by capacitive coupling between the electric field and the body was then
read on the meter and noted. It is interesting
to note that in these 1kW tests, the maximum
currents were in the order of 250 mA.
The report contains pages of data and
continued on page 19 lb-
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HENRY ENGINEERING
S.«. Madge Coeur*

VW,

Henry Engineering's MicroMixer is a handy 4- input line
level stereo mixer with dozens of applications...like
squeezing another CD player into your console when
you've run out of input channels!
Use MicroMixer to combine two stereo ( or four mono)
sources to a stereo output. Gain controls for each input,
plus " micro- assign" switches for flexibility. Inputs and outputs can be balanced or unbalanced...great specs with
lots of headroom.
MicroMixer is in stock now- Call Harris Allied to order
yours.
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CCA

TRANSMITTERS, INC.
360 Bohannon Road/P.O.Box 426
Fairburn, Georgia 30213
Phone -(
404) 964-3530 Fax:(404) 964-2222
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OFFBEAT RADIO

KUPD Gets Rock Rolling
On British Doubledecker
by Dee McVicker

being called the Red Radio Express.
The bus was completely refurbished by
TEMPE, Ariz. Arizona's KUPDBritish Promotions, of Norfolk, Va.,
FM has been riding high since Nov.
which imported the bus from England
15, 1991, thanks to its new doubledecker
for resale in the United States. The clasbus.
sic doubledecker originally served for 20
The two-decker Bristol FLF Lodekka,
years in the city of Bristol, England.
a 27-year-old authentic British bus,
In 1984, after serving on the local and
rolled into town during the rock station's
express routes in Bristol, the bus was
20th anniversary celebration and has
purchased by a small local operator in
been seen motoring through the streets
Lincon, England, and later went to British Promotions for
refurbishment.
The bus is estimated
to have carried some 2.6
million passengers approximately 1,290,000
miles. Prior to its purchase by KUPD-FM,
the pre-1968 vintage bus
had its original engine
rebuilt and received a
complete overhaul.
"Everything is brand
new on the inside," said
Norris. A wet bar,
custom-made out of
Can IRide Your Magic Bus?
Honduras Mahogany
Arizona's Real Rock KUPD takes to the streets
wood, was also added
in this refurbished English doubledecker.
to the bus by KUPDof metropolitan Phoenix ever since.
FM. And, on the outside, the doubleWhy the doubledecker bus? For one,
decker displays the KUPD-FM call sign
said KUPD-FM President Jack Norris,
in a bright neon art design.
"It's English, and we play a lot of
Currently, the two-story bus is underEnglish groups. It ties in with what we're
going even further renovation by KUPDdoing."
FM's chief engineer, Mike Malo, to make
it usable for remote broadcasting.
Magic bus
The bright red bus also ties in with
What's in store
the station's trademark color of red, which
In addition to remote broadcasts, the
has symbolized KUPD-FM's "red hot
British classic will be used for transportrock" format for almost adecade. In its
ing KUPD-FM listeners to special events.
new capacity at KUPD-FM, the bus is
continued on page 23

Locking the Binary Bits
Pm- continued from page 14

Digital Audio Equipment in Studio Operations." AES11 contains definitions of
techniques for implemented reliable digital interconnections based on the current
AES3-1985 and newer AES3-199X Digital I/O Standards.
The new AES11 Recommended Practice recommends that a stable, highly
regulated Digital Audio Reference Signal
(DARS) be provided within all broadcast and production facilities, for use
in synchronizing digital hardware. Format and electrical configuration of the
Reference Signal is identical to the
existing two-channel AES3-1985/199X
format, running at any or all of the
essential 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz sampling
rates.
AESll defines two grades of timing signals: a Grade 1Reference, which offers
a long-term frequency accuracy within
±1 ppm; and a Grade 2 Reference (less
than ± 10 ppm, as specified in
AES5-1985).
A Grade 1 DARS might serve as an
accurate signal for synchronizing large
systems within amultiroom facility, while
a Grade 2 DARS would be more appropriate for single studio, or in situa-

tions in which there's no technical or
economic benefits to be gained from implementing Grade 1 standards.
At the input port of each item of digital hardware, AES11 recommends that a
sync-lock circuit be provided to offer a
capture range of ±2 ppm for Grade 1
equipment, and ± 50 ppm for Grade 2
units plus other devices of a lower performance.
All in all, the recently published AES111991 Recommended Practice (available
from the AES; call 212-661-2355 for more
details) represents an invaluable source
of practical information on techniques for
setting up reliable, multicomponent digital systems.
Any RW reader contemplating setting
up or upgrading a production facility
should obtain acopy as soon as possible,
if only to head off problems down the
line.

WE'VE MADE
DEAD AIR
ADEAD ISSUE.
There are worse things in radio than
dead air But not many.
And if your CD players aren't built to
resist tracking errors, you could find yourself
listening to some very embarrassing silence.
Not with the new CD-701 from
Tascam. its unique disc clamping system is
atechnological triumph that virtually eliminates disc vibration. So you never hear the
awful hush that means atracking error has
occurred.
What you do hear is the finest sounding CD unit you can buy, with the same
proprietary "ZD Circuitry" praised by two of
Japan's top audio magazine for eliminating
low-level digital distortion.
Then there's the optional RC-701
Remote Control with Auto Cue so you can
cue to the music instead of the track (for
even less dead air). Or you can add the Ram
Buffer for true, instantaneous startup.
And with four times oversampling and
16-bit D/A converters in an extra-rugged
chassis, the CD-701 is superbly designed for
the broadcast environment.
Can aCD player really deliver this kind
of performance, track after track, disc after
disc? Only if it's aTascam.
Contact us or visit your Tascam dealer
for more information about the CD-701. And
take the sounds of silence off your playlist.

TASCAM
011.0.

TASCAM
r-11-1
- 1

D

Mel Lamben has been intimately involved with the production and broadcast
industries on both sides of the Atlantic for
more that adozen years. Now principal of
MediadzMarketing, aconsulting service for
the professional audio industry, he can be
reached at 818-753-9510.

CD- 701

Telegraph Road, Montebello CA 90640,

©1989 TEAC America, Inc., 7733
213/726-0303
'lBacio TEchnology Component Grand Pro 82., CC) Dr‘rision, Stereo Sound Component of the Year ( 1988) & Best Buy ( 1988)
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adverse effects of asbestos. RF exposure is
ahealth area currently being investigated.
I'd previously thought the exposure limits
were based entirely on heating effects—
since the limits are expressed in watts per
kilogram—but apparently the limits take
into account observed adverse effects at the
closer to the tower (perhaps even climb
it). A sign on the gate should warn of cell level that are not apparently based on
the radiation hazard and refer to a heating.
procedures manual at the transmitter site.
Comfort zone
This procedures' manual should indiThere is atendency for those of us emcate what action should be taken prior
ployed in the business of generating RF to
to going into the area. This action would
believe it is perfectly safe. There are others
typically be a power reduction or transwho believe quite the opposite (including
mitter shutdown. The report should inthe possibility of hazardous effects of 60
clude sufficient measurements and calcuHz radiation from power lines and 15 kHz
lations to support the procedures.
radiation from computer monitors). Iimagine the truth lies somewhere between the
Educate everyone
two positions.
Even though )ou may know to shut
Another area of consideration is the risk
off a transmitter before going inside a
fence, does the person who takes your associated with some environmental conplace when you're on vacation? Ithink ditions (including RF). A recent article in
sufficient documentation is required to the San Luis Obispo County New Times
gave some numbers on various causes of
comply with FCC and OSHA requiredeath.
ments.
The article argued that spending alot of
When aworker is in an area that would
money to bring old buildings up to current
be dangerous if power were applied,
earthquake standards was awaste of money,
OSHA requires the circuit breaker be
since, historically, very few people have
"locked" into the off position. This way,
someone unaware that the work was be- died due to unsafe buildings. More people
had died due to collapsing roadways. This,
ing done can't power up the equipment.
however, was still a very small number
This requirement has generally been
compared to those whose death could be
applied to potential shock hazards, but
attributed to smoking.
could also be applied to RF radiation
Most risk reductions involve economic
hazards. When someone is working on
costs. As aparticular risk is reduced, the
your antenna, make sure that no one can
cost of further reduction increases. Perhaps
accidentally power up a transmitter eiwe could establish acurrent incremental
ther locally or by remote control. Procecost of one death per 1,000 population
dures to lock out control should be
reduction in risk for avariety of existing
documented in the procedures manual.
risks (RF radiation, smog, traffic accidents,
Tower climbers have been climbing hot
smoking, household chemicals, etc.)?
towers for at least 50 years, yet I've heard
This year's project would be to reduce
of no permanent damage due to RF, other
the risk that has the lowest cost. Eventuthan occasional local RF burns.
ally, further reduction would result in a
I spoke with Bob Curtis of OSHA
(phone 801-524-5896) about this. He higher cost than another risk, so some of
the resources would be shifted to the risk
pointed out that tower climbers are arelareduction that has now become economitively small population, and any adverse
cally feasible.
health effects may not be readily apparent unless you "go looking for" the probThanks
lems. He said it is very difficult to gather
I'd like to thank the several people who
data that correlates acause of death with
gave me information and ideas for this aroccupation.
ticle. These include: Richard Tell, Richard
It took, Curtis said, 30 years to find the
Tell Associates (phone 702-645-3338);
Robert Cleveland, FCC (phone 202-6538169); and Bob Curtis, OSHA ( 801524-5896).
Next month, we'll get back to the FCC
Self-Inspection Report. In addition, I've
1
been asked to do an " inspection" of an
AM/FM station that was just sold. I'll pass
on some ideas Ipick up from that.
WHO ARE YOUR LISTENERS?

Beyond ANSI: Compliance with OSHA
license renewal applications require astatement showing that operation of the station
will not have a major environmental impact, including excessive RF exposure of
the public or workers.

by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.
This
month, insight on Rules will take alook
at another aspect of electromagnetic radiation compliance—OSHA rules.
OSHA (the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration) requires employers
to provide a "safe and healthful workplace." Failure to meet the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) radiation
limits for exposure may call into question
an employer's compliance with OSHA requirements as well.
As I've pointed out before, FCC station

Know your limits
rd suggest that a report be prepared
that demonstrates what areas meet the
ANSI limits, what areas do not meet the
limits, and what actions are necessary
to go into those "off limit" areas.
Merely putting afence around the base
of a tower is not sufficient. Someday,
someone will unlock the gate and get
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Hard Disk Storage/Automation Can

SAVE YOUR STATION
Lots of Money
Satellite, automation, live assist: hard disk storage systems offer
lots of ways to reduce staffing demands and make your operation
more efficient— without a big investment in tape, carousels, and
the other paraphernalia of analog systems.

"The first AUDISK we bought has been
our satellite system for two years, and it's
reliable as can be. It just sits there day
and night, slamming out liners, spots and
what have you. It sounds so natural,
sometimes you'd swear it was live. For a
market like Dayton, ranked #48 in the
country, tape-based analog automation
just can't compare."
Will Bevis, Chief Engineer,
WING-AM & WIZE-AM, Dayton, OH

AUDISK
"DigiLink works equally well for both live
and satellite programming. It all fits on the
hard drive, in one little box. Because the
satellite automation runs so well, we've
been able to save on payroll expenses.
Both the software and hardware have
been wonderfully reliable. DigiLink has
made our whole operation more efficient."
John Ingram, Operations Manager,
WBLE-FM, Birmingham, AL
DigiLink

AUDISK and DigiLink lead the industry with more systems installed
and on the air. With a track record like ours, it's no wonder more
people come to Harris Allied for experienced advice, financing, installation, training and service. Call today for more information on
hard disk storage/automation systems as low as $ 400/month.
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NEW! 1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
Age Analysis Reflected
in Ethnic Breakout
Resolution increased to
Block level
Percent of county
Coverage Shown
ETHNIC PIE- CHART DISPLAY
Projects Ethnic Population in
multi-color pie-chart form
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Harold Hallikainen is president of Hallikainen and Friends, amanufacturer oftransminer contrai and telemetry systems. He also
teaches electronics at Cuesta College, San
Luis Obispo. He can be reached at 805-5410200. He can also be reached on interne' at
ap621@clevelandfreenet.edu or hhallilca@
pan.calpoly.edu or through Compuserve at
IN
ap621@clevelandlreenet.edu.

datawople
A Service of DW, inc.

Fax (301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754
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Call
CORTANA

For Affordable Lightning Protection

505-325-5336
P0 Box 2548, Farmin gton. N M 87499
FAX 505-326-2337
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Hazards of RF Exposure
me- continued from page 16

references describing how the SAR was determined from this measured RF current
data. Taken into account was wrist size,
percentage of bone mass, marrow, water in
the tissues, and other factors that are decidedly unpleasant. The conclusions, however,
are even more unpleasant. Somewhat
paraphrased, they are as follows:
•Hot AM tower work subjects the climber
to very strong electric and magnetic fields,
which can result in induced body currents
that can be significant in the context of RF
burns and the development of excessive
SAR.
•Body currents flowing through the arm
of a climber are directly related to the
strength of the surface radial electric field
component.
•While the location on the tower where
the body current is amaximum is afunction of the electrical height of the tower,
the maximum value of body current appears to be relatively independent of tower
height. This permits amore simplistic approach to applying the measured data to a
range of tower heights used by broadcasters.
•Induced current appears to be related to
the tower cross-sectional size. With other
factors remaining the same—such as tower
current—the surface electric fields appear
to be less for larger cross-sections and appear to result in lesser values of body currents. Work inside large cross-section
towers equipped with ladders may result in
substantially lower exposures.
•Induced body current is directly proportional to the frequency of the station. The
range of frequencies within the AM band
can account for athree-fold difference in
the body current and anine-fold difference
in the resulting wrist SAR, with all other
factors remaining the same.
•Wrist SAR depends strongly on wrist
size. Studies have shown that the variation
can be as much as afactor of 21
/.
2
•Considerable power reductions are required to ensure that the peak SAR limit
of the ANSI RFPG is not exceeded during
hot tower climbing. Depending on frequency, radiated powers as low as a few
tens of watts may be necessary to comply
with the ANSI recommendations. Use of
protective gloves, not yet adequately
characterized, will likely allow higher—
although still greatly reduced—powers for

Ifif

broadcasting during tower work.
•RF burns can easily occur while working on hot towers, even at the low power
levels, especially if inadvertent contact with
guy wires is made. Paints with superior
electrical insulating properties may prove
to be auseful mitigation material to reduce
this hazard.
•Pending the development of additional insight to the issue of body currents and exposure mitigation for hot AM tower work,
broadcasters should be very careful when
authorizing routine tower work while the
tower is energized. This same cautionary
statement applies to certification of compliance with FCC-administered regulations
on station license renewals and CP applications for facilities where hot tower work
may occur.
No surprises here. Isuppose that the
tower will have to be de-energized while
the insulating paint is applied?
So what happens now? This is aquestion that Harry Cole is better able to
answer, but Ican guess. There will soon
be some sort of rulemaking (more likely
just a policy statement in a Public Notice) that addresses the issue. The statement will probably be accompanied by
a technical bulletin from the OET, and
will probably spell out—with tables,
charts, and graphs—the maximum power
for agiven height, cross section and frequency while workers are on the tower.
The broadcast community will probably
be cut out of the loop on this proceeding.
The bad news is that, in black and
white, we will know how far down our
power must go before we can change a
beacon bulb. In the past, perhaps we
reduced power to some fractional-butlistenable value while John Steeplejack
was aloft. Now, we may have to drop
to twenty watts.
The good news is that we can, in good
conscience, certify compliance with the
RFPG standards if we comply with the
forthcoming guidelines.
So are there any long-term health
dangers in climbing "hot" AM towers? The
best we can do is follow the advice of the
guys with the thick glasses and err on the
side of caution.
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The cari room al WLTW-FM, New York. aViacom station
If

arts with Dolby SR give us a
liable, time- proven playback
em with all the quality of CD's."
"So far, there's no digital ' solution' that
compares to our carts with Dolby SR for
performance, reliability, and convenience versus
cost. And should that day come, Dolby SR will
keep us competitive without having to spend
another dollar.
"With Dolby SR, everything we air sounds
clean and noise- free, including commercials. After
all, our sponsors deserve the best quality audio as
much as our listeners."
Bob Tarsio, Chief Engineer
"Dolby SR has brought us to a new level of onair fidelity in the competitive New York market.
Yet there are none of the gaffes that crop up with

El CI 0

Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting Co. in
Dallas.

CD's, like playing cuts out of order or accidentally
cueing up a cut that doesn't fit the format.
"Except for initial set-up, Dolby SR is

Sound Advice for Room Design
•
1- continued from page 15

feet and the length should be 13.9 feet
for best distribution of modes.
A common misconception is that nonparallel walls eliminate standing waves.
Actually, low-frequency standing waves
are not significantly affected by surface
irregularities less than 1/4 wavelength in
size.
For example, waves of frequencies below 280 Hz do not "see" a skew of one
foot in anon-parallel wall. A better solution is to use bass traps tuned to the
resonance frequencies of the room.
Reducing noise
Here are some tips on quieting any
noises from outside the studio:
•Weather-strip doors all around, including underneath. ,
•Replace hollow doors with solid doors.
•Put several layers of plywood and car-

completely hands-free. Our production and air staff
make and play back carts the same as they always
have: quickly and easily.

pet on the floor above the studio, and
put insulation in the air space between
the studio ceiling and the floor above.
•When building a new studio, reduce
noise transmission through the walls by
using plastered concrete blocks, because
massive walls reduce sound transmission.
•Alternatively, nail gypsum board to 2x4
staggered studs on 2x6 footers. Staggering the studs prevents sound transmission through the studs. Fill the airspace
between walls with insulation.
By applying all these acoustic treatments, you can get the boom and noise
out of your studio.

"The sound is more transparent than Icould
have imagined. Dolby SR recordings really do
sound like the original.'
Al Bernstein, Production Director

Call us at ( 415) 558-0200 for more
information on how you can
benefit from Dolby SR.

Dolby SR: now 50,000 channels worldwide.
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Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writer for Crown International, and the author of Stereo Microphone Techniques published by Focal
Press. Jenny Bartlett is a technical writer.
Bruce can be reached at 219-294-8388.
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THE DIGITAL AUDIO ADVANTAGE...
Introduced in April of last year, Digilink is adigital audio workstation that saves your station
money. There is no more routine maintenance, it has a15 year average life, and you have total
automation capability for nights... weekends... or whenever you need it. It comes complete in a
51/4" high, rack mounted cabinet that converts ordinary analog audio to CD quality digital audio
which is stored on acomputer hard drive. It does this just like you would store abusiness letter on
your home computer. Digilink can then call up and play any digital audio file in milliseconds off its
internal hard drive. Basically, you can think of Digilink as ahuge multideck cart machine or cart
carousel where you can line up and play thousands of carts or audio cuts sequentially. Asingle
Digilink can therefore replace all of your cart machines in production, On Air, or in automation.
Digilink is a perfect cart or reel machine replacement...
Digilink is the perfect replacement for magnetic tape based cart or reel machines. With Digilink,
you can replace your cart machines with CD quality digital audio that requires no calibration, no
maintenance, and the media has a15 year average life. You can replace your reel to reel
machines, razor blades, and tape with fast, nondestructive, CD quality, on screen waveform
editing. You can cue virtually instantaneously. Digilink even costs less than comparable analog
cart or reel machines. Digilink is the perfect audio record and play system for professional radio
broadcast applications.
Digilink performs ALL types of automation...
With Digilink you can operate fully live or mix various automation types into your daily
programming. You can store all of your audio on hard disk at an incredible price or you can use
hard disk for only commercial material recording. Digilink has an internal audio switcher with
machine logic control. Digilink therefore supports satellite automation, reel and DAT tape
automation, CD automation, and full hard disk automation all out of one compact box. Because
Digilink is acomputer, you can print out alog of what you have scheduled to play or print out a
log of what really did play. With Digilink, you can be live on the air with full CD quality audio or
program the system and walk away forever. Digilink even interfaces with all major traffic and
billing systems through aDigilink import-export routine.
Digilink is engineered and manufactured by Arrakis...
Digilink is not simply ahardware package assembled from parts built by other computer
manufacturers and run under our software. Arrakis is the only manufacturer to build nearly all
parts of the digital system in-house. We build our own Arrakis DSP board, SCSI board, I-0 board,
switcher board, cabinet, and cabling. Because Arrakis builds the system and doesn't simply mark
up someone elses hardware, Arrakis can offer you Digilink with broadcast features and
performance unmatched by anyone and at atruly remarkable price !!!
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2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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whether you lease for
under $300 amonth or
buy, with Digilink you
can literally make
money by ...

under

$100 5000

for aCOMPLETE 6hour stereo system

'reducing maintenance,
'reducing staff demands,
'improving On Air sound,
'improving Production,
and improving all areas of your
station performance !!!

FEATURES
=1 Simultaneous record- play !!!
LD Uncompressed CD quality audio
cr mix 2:1 or 4:1 compression
[Z] Use keyboard, mouse, trackball,
or even atouchscreen
LZI Digital Waveform Editing
CD Mix mono and stereo files
Wa
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Live Cart Machine replacement
Reel to Reel machine replacement
Satellite Automation
Tape Based Automation
CD Automation
Hard Disk Based Automation
Traffic and Billing Interface
supports digital networks

SPECIFICATIONS

all tests performed at 11 compression

Digital Signal Processing System (DSP)
Sampling System- 16 bit linear PCM, 2 channels
Sampling Rates- 44.1,32,22kHz, fixed filter on routing switcher
Compression- 0,2,4...adaptive differential PCM
Controiler Floppy Disk- 3 1/2" 1.44M capacity, System Hard Disk- 40MB
Printer Support- IBM compatible, parallel port
Audio Performance- Digital Record playback
THD- . 008%, Dynamic Range > 85dB,
Freq Response- (+)(-). 5dB 10Hz-15kHz
Physical Specifications
Dimensions- 19" Rack mounted- 19"W x 5 1/4" ( 3RU)H x 16"D
Weight- 60Ib's, Power- 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz, 100W
Audio Performance- Routing Switcher
THD- . 005% typ, S/N < 100dB below + 4dBm
Dynamic Range- > 120dB,
Freq. Response- (+)(-). 1dB 20Hz-20kHz

by ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.
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Broadcast Standard Remote Control Stop, Start.
Record, and Drawer Open controls are all brought out
to standard pull-to-ground contacts. Lamp drivers are

Wired Remote Control Allfront panel functions
are available on an optional hand-held remote
controller with 15' of cable provided.

also providedfor these and other functions.

—

User- Programmable Logic Functions:
End-of-Cut Relay Closure RS-DAT machines are the only DAT machines to provide
user-positioned end-of-message closures for automatic next event sequencing.
Tape Auto-Cue on Insertion Tapes cue up to the beginning of cut start-ins and park in pause-play
automatically after insertion.
Drawer Open On Cut End Dip switch settings allow the drawer to open automatically on cut
completion, signaling the operator to change tapes.

Balanced Inputs and Outputs on XI.R Connectors
High slew rate and low distortion audio circuitry insure the
integrity of the audio signal.

—

Cue to Next Cut on Cut End The RS- 700 can be programmed for multiple end-of-cut functions.
The next cut option automatically fast forwards the tape to the next rut and parks in pause pla) and
awaits the next start command.
Re-Cue to Cut Beginning Programming allows tapes to automatically rewind on cut end, and
re-cue to the beginning of the cut to facilitate special one-cut-per-tape applications.
One Button Network Record The RS- 7(10 is petfect for auto-record functions because it easily
interfaces with network formats. One closure to the remote connectors puts the RS- 7(10 into record/play.
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Mania SYSTEMS

RS-DAT 700...Backed up with profess'
All DAT machines look about the same viewed
from the front panel. But the business end of the
RS-700 is around back. That's where it has been
extensively factory modified to connect and
perform like aprofessional studio machine. Built
around the superb sounding SONY DTC-700, the

RS DAT-700 includes alarge circuit board housed
just under the lid, with connectors and controls
accessible on the rear panel. Extensively
inter-wired to the DAT machine's logic and audio
sections, this special RS-700 circuitry delivers true
professional performance.
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Rama SYSTEMS INC.

110 1110111111 Road • P.1). Bo, -158 • BrIdgeport, NJ 08014-0458
(609)467-8000 • ( 8001523-2133 • FAX ( 609)467-3044

Just $1
The response has been tremendous!
Now, Radio Systems offers true Broadcast DAT at afraction of the cost.
The RS-700 is the only inexpensive machine to offer end-of-message relay closures, one
button record, 32 kHz sampling, full logic and broadcast-standard remote control -- all
without the need for external controllers. This makes the RS-700 perfect for:
On Air •Program Delay • Remote Recording • Archiving
RS-DATfor broadcast just got very affordable.

mania SYSTEMS

INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 ' FAX 609/467-3044
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KUPD Gets Rock Rolling r"e"e"r"e"e"eGie
BP- continued

from page 17

So far, said Norris, the bus has been

in British style along with 30 friends.
KUPD-FM provided the driver and afully
stocked bar of beer and wine.
A rare sight amid local traffic, the bus

used to transport 50 winners of aKUPDFM promotion to a sports event. A few
weeks later it was on
its way again, this time
to a Rod Stewart conA wet bar, custom made
cert as part of aBritishout of Honduras Mahogany
themed concert promowood, was also added to
tion with a local pub.
Its most celebrated
the bus by KUPD-FM.
promotion,
however,
was on the evening of
Nov. 15, 1991, when KUPD-FM unveiled
is one of only 1,000 such buses in the
United States today, according to British
the bus during its 20th anniversary party.
Promotions' Lauren Hunt. Even so, the
Although KUPD-FM received the bus
buses have gained notoriety in the United
in June, the station decided on the
States for "businesses that need to either
November celebration to reveal its Brittransport people or promote business,"
ish classic.
said Hunt.
To kick off the station's 20-year

I

4ge
The KUPD crew ( from left):
J. David Holmes, Mary Alice, Curtiss
Johnson, Lori Jordan, Rob Trygg,
Sue Cook, Dave Pratt.
anniversary party—and to promote the

bus—invitations depicting the queen were
sent to local media types and KUPD-FM
listeners. In keeping with the British
theme, the station also hired actors to
portray the evening's king and queen—as
well as a town crier.
Along with bus rides during the event,
KUPD-FM party-goers were able to sign
up for adrawing for an evening out with
the bus. The lucky winner, an employee
with local advertising agency E.B. Lane,
spent an evening touring metro Phoenix

A rare sight
The British classics are being used in
a variety of businesses, ranging from
restaurants and hotels to banks and independent bus operators. "We've even
sold them to realtors who have put a
mobile realtor's office in them," remarked
Hunt.
More and more radio stations are
boarding the doubledecker bandwagon.
"It really has taken off at the radio
stations because it's a great way to
promote," observed Hunt. "And it's
such an ideal for doing a remote broadcast."
Moreover, she added, the bus is more
readily accessible to radio stations than
many other types of businesses. Having
the advertising contacts that most do not,
she said, some stations are hedging
against the cost of the vehicle by "selling
advertising space on the side of the bus."
The limited number of these authentic
relics in existence ensures that the probability of doubleclecker buses rolling down
the streets of every market is unlikely.
But for stations like KUPD that have invested in such a vehicle, that is part of
their charm and promotional allure.
H ou

Dee McVicker is a free-lance writer
and regular contributor to RW. She can
be reached at 602-545-7363.
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"It's adream system—we get specs like the microwave wasn't even there.
CAT-LINK has completely eliminated the STL delay."
Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago
"CAT-LINK solved all our problems in 4 minutes-2 minutes to install each
end. Performance has been impeccable."
Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL
"CAT-LINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station."
Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA
"CAT-LINK has held up through extreme heat, ahostile RF environment and
nasty summer lightning storms."
Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA

Two-way multi- channel communications
CAT- LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so
you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they
really belong. At the same time, CAT- LINK sends and receives up to four
customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels,
voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and
satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT- LINK gives you extra
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and
an analog telemetry channel.

Transparent digital transmission
CAT- LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or
amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to
84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time.

No audible delays
CAT-LINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible
delays as data compression can. Jocks can monitor on-air without problems.

Flexible signal path options
• 23 GHz
Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz

with CAT- LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and interference, repeater- induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading.
23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements.
•DS1 ( Ti) Data Line
CAT- LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have aclear microwave
path. With CAT- LINK, asingle bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class
A telco lines, providing multi-channel STL and TSL over the same link. Already
available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every day.
•Fiber Optic
CAT- LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to
discrete fiber.

%L.

•Twisted Pair
CAT- LINK will drive
up to 5000 feet of
twisted pair wire
without repeaters.
Four wires provide
full two-way multichannel capabilities.
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Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest.
Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT- LINK—
the digital STL/TSL for the 90's...and beyond.
0E1 CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE (
609) 728-2020
TEL (
800) 334-9154 • FAX (
609) 629-1751
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A Pilgrimage to the Great Salt Lake
by George Riggins
SALT LAKE CITY Helen and I had
the pleasure of going from late summer
to early winter in a 24-hour period.
The weather was cloudy and starting
to drizzle as Iwalked from the Howard
Johnson Hotel at Temple Square to
the studios of KSL in the Triad Center. By the end of the day the snow
flurries had started, and before the evening was over, there was a thin coating
of snow in the Temple Square area of
the city.
The accompanying picture really says
it all about KSL. The old RCA trademark is the first thing that avisitor sees

etv`

as he or she enters the lobby of the AM
portion of the Triad Center Building. The
TV facilities occupy the majority of the
center.

A short but enjoyable tour of the KSL
AM facilities was conducted by John Dehnel. One interesting thought that was put
into the studio layout was to use cabinets
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to make one wall of the maintenance area.
The hallway that is on the back side of
the cabinets goes to asmall area of limited
activity and poses no
problem of bleed through noise.
Maximizing space
By making the rear
of the equipment cabinets accessible from the
little used
hallway,
space was conserved in
the work area, yet full
access to the rear of
the equipment is available.
Perhaps I will give
one of the technical
secrets away when I
mention the trade mark
that appears on one or
RCA's
two pieces of custom
equipment. The name just happens to be
the same as the frequency of KSL in
meters. If you have the opportunity to
visit the station, keep your eyes open!
The KSL transmitter site is located approximately 15 miles west of the Studio

complex on the edge of the Great Salt
Lake, perhaps three-quarters of a mile
north of U.S. 80. The slender Blaw-Knox
tower can be hard to spot, depending
more on the weather and cloud conditions than anything else.
As it was explained to me, the main tower
had been scheduled for painting and other

Nipper keeps watch at KSL studio.

maintenance when someone apparently
decided they needed the feed line to the
auxiliary tower more than KSL. Under
normal circumstances, ordering anew feed
line would be considered an irritating
continued on next page II
-

62 YEARS AGO
Reprinted from Radio World February 1930. Editor's note: The RW of old, printed for
a time in the 1920s and 1930s and today's RW are unrelated except in name.
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STATIONS FIGHT
IN INDIANA FOR
CLEAR CHANNEL
Washington.
A contest between two Indiana broadcasting stations, for the right to a cleared channel with the maximum broadcasting power
of 50,000 watts, developed before the Federal Radio Commission, during hearings of
the applications of the stations.
WOWO, at Fort Wayne, Ind., now using
10,000 watts power on the 1,160 kilocycle
channel, one-half time, sought full time on
that frequency with an increase in power
to the 50,000 watt maximum. WWVA, at
Wheeling, W. Va., occupies the channel for
the other half of the time.
Everett Sanders, secretary to former
President Coolidge, and Frank D. Scott.
of Washington, appeared as counsel for the
Fort Wayne station.
WFBM Wants Same Concession

VOICE CUE

7.5 kHz

15 kHz

20 kHz

Fairchild

Fairchild

Fairchild

S/A SEDAT

DATA
McCurdy

sports

NBC/MUT

voice & music

CBS, ABC &

for ABC &

cue channel

news

UNISTAR

DOW

UNISTAR

Westwood

We make payments easy— Buy or Lease!

Also applying for the 1,160 kilocycle frequency with the same power was WFBM,
operated at Indianapolis, by the Indianapolis
Power & Light Co. The station was represented by Thomas F. Littlepage, Washington
attorney. It operates at present on the 1,230
kilocycle channel with 1,000 watts.
It was explained, says "The United Stales
Daily," that the 1,160 kilocycle channel, under the Commission's allocation of radio facilities, is assigned to the Fourth or Middlewestern Radio Zone as a cleared channel,
but that one-half of the time on it was
assigned to the Second or East-Central Zone,
to WW VA, in return for the 1,020 kilocycle channel, which has been loaned outright
to the Fourth Radio Zone, and is used by
KYW, at Chicago.
Scott brought out that, under the compilation of the Commission, designating the
quota of each State to broadcasting facilities, pursuant to the Davis equalization
amendment, Indiana is entitled to .95 of a
cleared channel, based on its population. It
now has only one-half of a cleared channel,
he said.

Can't Get the Habit
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Fax ( 317) 962-8961 • In Canada ( 800) 268-6817
1992 Harris Allied

C. R. Durbin, sales manager and vicepresident of the Main Autom Supply Co.,
which operates WOWO, said the station
subscribed to the chain programs of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, and is the
only station in the territory offering it.
National Broadcasting Co. programs, however, he declared, can be heard from many
stations on cleared channels.
Because the station is restricted as to its
hours of operation, he declared, it is "impossible" for listeners in the territory lo
get the "listener habit" and tune in on the
station

ANNOUN
C
ER HAS
VITAL JOB NOW
IN BROADCASTS
While radia announcers continue to' be
the subject of jokes and comic sketches
and the occasion for letters to the newspapers, the fact remains that without announcers there wouldn't be any programs.
So far, no technique of radio presentation has been evolved that eliminates the
announcer, according to program makers
of the National Broadcasting Company,
and there is little likelihood that such a
drastic change in broadcasting methods
ever will be made.
The announcer is the peg on which the
program is hung, as one program builder
phrased it. When a continuity is written,
the first speeches to go on paper are the
words of the announcer.
The public depends on him, too. He
must tell them the names of the sélections
to be played, what the program is about
and the other details impossible to get
across in any other way.
First Recognition
The medal awarded by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters for excellence in diction on the radio, won last
year by Milton J. Cross of NBC, had its
effect on the status of announcing in
redid. It signified the first recognition
given radio as an allied academic art and
served to stimulate announcers everywhere tu improve and clarify their speeclDuring the past year a school for an
nouncers was established by the NBC and
all its staff spokesmen were given lessons
in diction and speech several times a
week.
That the job of an announcer is r.
garded highly by young men is indicates.
in the tremendous number of applicatiom
received by NBC for positions on the
staff.
100 Men a Month Apply
More than a hundred men a month—
and quite a few women—call to take the
tests necessary to qualify as an announcer. Thousands of letters from all
parts of the country asking: " How can
I become a radio announcer?"
"The radio announcer is definitely established in American life," Graham McNamee said. " I believe he is accorded
more respect than ever before and that
he regards his work with a decidedly pro •
fessional aspect."
Cross is making announcing his life
work, but he doesn't encourage too many
young men to do the same thing.
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expense. In this case, however, the feed line
taken also was not the usual nominal 52 ohm
line.
The purloined line had been custom made
for aslightly higher impedance, so there is
no off-the-shelf replacement. When Ilast
talked to John, the final decision had not been
reached as to whether to retune the auxiliary
tower, or attempt to reconstruct the feed line
as it was originally installed.
And yes, the main tower painting and
maintenance was postponed due to circumstances beyond the station's control.

25

tection for anyone on site.)
One recent change in the KSL facilities involves the relegation of the tubed 50 kW
transmitter to an auxiliary/standby status.
The new transmitter is solid state. Lots of
amps, but only about 70 volts running around
on the inside.

Less power use
As related to me, the biggest advantage is
the much lower monthly power consumption. Iunderstand that the difference in the
power bill would more than adequately make
equipment payments.
One part of the transmitter site facilities
Near the Great Salt Lake
that has survived the many years of service
is the commercial power feed system. There
The station's transmitter site is on the edge
is one 44 kV feed, and one 12 kV feed. The
of the Great Salt Lake. That caused aprob44 kV feed is converted to 480 volts in one
lem several years ago when the lake surface
step. The 12 kV feed is also converted to 480
rose several feet due to extremely heavy snow
volts. The 44 kV feed is still using the origiin the Wasatch Mountains—the eastern edge
nal transformers installed in 1933. Iunderof the basin. The regular access road near an
stand that transformers of this size are no
off ramp of U.S. 80 was under water for
several months. That forced the use of a longer in regular service, and are not "shelf'
items in the power business.
much more circuitous route using alternate
Yes, John and Idiscussed the difference in
roads and trails.
sound that we think we hear when comparThe original KSL building is still standing.
ing tube equipment and solid state equipOne can see the cooling tower for the water
ment. As far as Iam concerned, others can
cooled tubes used in the original 50 kW transmitter. And then there was the problem of debate the subject. Ihave acouple of Williamson amps waiting to be put back in servkeeping the entire plant cool enough for the
ice, KT-66s no less! Just have to find space
operators that were on site 24 hours aday,
where Helen will let me put all that heat, then
regardless of the weather. One can still see
evidence of the earlier facilities necessary to get speakers to handle the power.
o CI
operate a50 kW transmitter of yesteryear.
George Riggins has experience in radio
In contrast, the new building has avery
well stocked screen room for any on-site and electronics dating back to the 1930s. He
is also alicensed ham operator and has had
maintenance or testing that must be conhis own broadcast sales and service comducted. The screen room also has complete
living quarters if it is necessary for someone pany, Riggins Electronic Sales, for over 20
to stay for aprolonged period. (Also, RF pm- years. He can be reached at 213-598-7007.
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sors can give the engineer an opportunity to see whether there are any intruders.
The remote control system, however,
can become part of the problem. How?
Mark Persons related an experience to
too often, they work alone. This is bad
illustrate why stations need to pay
for two reasons.
attention to all sorts of seemingly minor
First, there is the health and safety
details.
issue. If an accident occurs at a reOne of the stations that Persons servmote transmitter site, the engineer may
ices suddenly started dropping off the air.
well suffer or die unless there is a The transmitter went off, then on, then
backup to call for help or administer off, then on. The initial inspection failed
first aid.
to show anything was wrong. Yet, it
Secondly, there is the personal secuhappened again.
rity issue. The fact is, we just don't
live in the 1960s any longer. Flower War games
power is long gone. As many engineers
Eventually, the problem was determined
have noted, today's reality is that a to be a computer hacker. The hacker
lone individual is viewed by some as
had broken the default password on
"a victim ready to pluck."
the telephone dial-up remote control
Furthermore, knowing that "predaunit. He continued to manipulate the
tors" will sometimes lure people out control unit until the password was
to an isolated transmitter site just to changed.
rob them adds unnecessary tension
If you have a dial-up remote, don't
to an already pressure-packed job.
discount the hacker. He can program his
Hence, Jim Bender's solution to get
system to repeatedly redial your transsome peace of mind for himself and his
mitter control and try different passwords
family.
until he succeeds. You must take defenAre broadcast engineers destined to
sive measures.
become gunmen? Should an employer ask
The first step is to regularly change
for a certificate of marksmanship when
the passwords. Check your system perihiring an engineer?
odically for patterns of invalid password
attempts. Should you discover repeated
Alternate routes
attempts to break in via the phone,
While it seems clear that more and
sometimes changing the phone number
more engineers are starting to take
will stop the problem.
personal control of their security with
If you discover someone trying to crack
firearms, it'd be far better for the
your password, you might seek help from
professional societies and local broadthe phone company or police to identify
casting associations to become involved
the caller.
in developing ways of protecting the
staff.
Metal thieves
In some locations, several stations
Last month we spoke of places where
have gotten together and are sharing
there are persistent copper theft probthe costs of having someone on site
lems. Many stations also have lost
for security. It doesn't have to be
other sources of metal, including the
full-time, but simply someone availarc gaps, that thieves then take to the
able to accompany the engineer while
scrap yard.
on site.
If this has happened to you, you
One of the suggestions made was
might take note that several states
to utilize your remote control and turn
and localities have recently passed stricon the area lights while you are still
ter laws requiring scrap dealers to
in your vehicle. This and motion sen- fully identify sources of scrap metal.
In some cases this has resulted in the
apprehension of the thieves.
"Doing things for
Of course, some of these thieves don't
successful FM translators"
even realize what they are doing. The
chief engineer of one 50 kW station
related to me his alarm at seeing the
tower gate open one day.
As he approached the site, he saw the
bottom ball was missing—a fairly heavy
item. But the thing that caught his eye,
and his breath at the same time, was
the handprint clearly seen on the upper
ball.
Talk with Howard
While we have not talked a lot about
Enstrom, veteran
security as it relates to intruders, this
broadcast consulexperience bring up that—to the extent
tant who, in the 70s
possible—we have to protect the public
switched to FM
by preventing them from coming into contranslators as a
tact with dangerous voltages and currents.
specialty.
True, a determined thief may even steal
the fence, yet if we want to stay out of
FMTA services: Feasibility studies,
court, we need to make our site as secure
frequency searches, system designas possible.
engineering, FCC applications. PubAnd here is one last note for now,
lisher of The SIGNAL SOURCE, bimonthly newsletter all about FM
actually a sign seen in a field: "Do
translators. BEST EQUIPMENT
not cross this field unless you can
PRICES.
do it in under 9.9 seconds. Our bull can
do it in 10."

Throwing aSpotlight on Station Security
by Barry Mishkind

insurance.
Yet, a number of people reacted
strongly to a statement made by Jim
Bender of Boseman, Mont. He said
that carrying a gun helped him "accept the risks of my profession." Regrettably, the SBE was not among the respondents.

TUCSON, Ariz. In this installment of
Eclectic Engineer, we bring our current
look at station security to aclose with a
few comments and notes from the field,
where many of you deal with these matters every day.
We sincerely hope that by spotlighting
areas where station security may be weak,
Hired guns
you can avoid the problems of equipment
Broadcast engineers are not lazy, flighty
loss and vandalism, as well as physical
types. By and large, they're stable, hard
attacks on your staff. Given that astation
working men and women, who strive to
can't make any money if it is not on
quickly analyze and solve technical probthe air, a secure site is really cheap
lems at their facility. The trouble is,
'
ki,
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DURABILITY

GATES AM

SIMPLICITY

RELIABILITY

PERFORMANCE

Traditional value,
today's technology.
Affordable Gates Series 1, 2.5, 5kW
solid state AM transmitters.
AM broadcasters know the Gates name stands for durability, simplicity, reliabilty and performance. We knew those traditional values
are still popular. But even we couldn't have guessed how popular.
Since its introduction, the Gates Series has become the first choice
of AM stations from 1to 5kW. Here are some of the reasons:
•Reliable 100% solid state design

•ColorStat

•Simple IC logic control

•Open collector and dry contact
remote control compatibility

•Built-in analog multimeter

TM

front panel diagnostics

•Output matching network

•Short and long term VSWR protection with power cutback

•Bandpass output network

•AC restart and fault memory

•130% positive peaks w/patented
Polyphase Pulse Duration Modulation

•Low maintenance "chimney"
air handling

•Six adjustable power levels

Call Harris Allied today at 800-622-0022 for more information on the transmitters

than bring one of radio's proudest traditions up to date—the affordable
Gates Series.

HAIED
F/Fus

ALL

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

P.O. Box 4290 • Quincy, IL USA 62305-4290
Fax ( 217) 224-1439

800-6 22 00

FfT1TA)

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.

30925 Vista Vista
Mount Dora, FL 32757
(904) 383-3682 FAX (904) 383-4077

0 1991 Harris. Corporation
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Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic
Engineer," is a consultant in Tucson. He
can be reached at 602-296-379Z or 3259883 on MCI Mail, or `bany@coyote.
datalog.com' on Internet.
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Binaural Audio: 3-D for Your Ears
by John Sunier
ROSS, Calif. Most broadcasters probably are aware that binaural has something
to do with headphones.
This certainly is astep ahead of many,
who, if they have heard the term at all,
assume it is synonymous with stereo. This
confusion was created in part by recording pioneer Emory Cook, who called his
ahead-of-their-time double-grooved stereo
LPs binaural instead of stereo.
The gross differences between listening to any stereo source on stereo headphones compared to the same source on
loudspeakers is immediately apparent.
This is because few of the users of the
more than 200 million headphones sold
in the last decade are listening to material that was designed for headphone
1
istening.
Left and right
An unnaturally exaggerated effect is
created with headphones on stereo material, as though half of an orchestra is
to the left of the listener's head and the
other half is to the right, with nothing
in the middle. Also, it's as if the sounds
are all happening inside one's head rather
than out in the room.
True binaural employs only two microphones—usually small condensers either
set into the outer ears of an artificial
human head, or at least spaced the same
distance apart as an average pair of ears

and mounted on either side of a small
as opera singers moved about the stage,
baffle.
home listeners could "see" their movement
while hearing the music with much greater
The two mics feed two channels that are
kept entirely separated from the source all
fidelity than asingle phone line could posthe way to the listener—whether live, a sibly provide.
It is fortunate that awide frequency rerecording or abroadcast. Ultimately, the
listener will be transported sonically to
sponse is not the most important parameter
where the sounds originated, rather than
for conveying the binaural effect; phase accuracy and correct channel balance is more
attempting to bring the sounds into the
listener's room, as with speakers.
important.
Spatial placement within a 360 degree
In 1925, an inventor named Kapeller made
sphere is so realistic that even vertical
similar binaural tests at the Berlin Opera
placement can be perceived. Reproduction
House, with an improvement on the Ader
of the ambience or reflected sounds in a system. He called the effect "plastic tone
reproduction," and claimed it made sound
hall is so correct that acoustical engineers
"fuller and sharper in every detail!'
can listen to such tapes and identify in
which hall they were recorded.
In that same year in the U.S., aConnectiBeginnings of binaural
The first use of binaural sound was actually a wired broadcast. It occurred in
1881 in Paris. Inventor Clement Ader
mounted aseries of primitive carbon telephone transmitters along the front of the
stage of the Paris Opera House.
The transmitters were grouped in pairs
the same distance apart as human ears, with
several pairs across. The leftmost of each
pair were mixed together and fed to one telephone line, which listeners in their homes
directed to their left ears using the ordinary
phone earpiece.
The rightmost of each pair were likewise
mixed together and fed to asecond phone
line, which each listener had to have installed in their home. The result was that

cut station, WPAJ, experimented in binaural
broadcasting. It was broadcasting on 1320 kc
and secured an additional wavelength of 1110
kc for binaural transmission.
Separate transmitters
Two broadcast mics were mounted with a
seven-inch separation between their centers,
and each was fed to separate transmitters at
the two dial positions. The program was not
impaired for mono reception, since close to
the same program was heard on each wavelength.
When two headphones were used, fed by
the two different frequencies, the naturalness
of reproduction reportedly was startling. Experimenters were told how to install the
proper equipment for binaural reception.
While listeners were enthusiastic in their acceptance of the new method of broadcasting,
the project was all but forgotten as the
continued on page 32 0-
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GETTING SOAKED?
GET A MARINER!

The MARINER On-Air Console
• Waterproof Switches & Pots
• Works While Dripping Wet
• 6, 12 or 22 Modular Mixer Frames
• 3 Styles of Mixers

Going to NAB? Planning to buy some new equipment?
Want to trade in some of your other stuff? We can

• 6- Button Integrated Machine Controls

help! When you deal with the industry leader, Harris

• Connections via QCP Terminal Posts

Allied, you get the fairest trade-in value on your equip-

• Optional Clock, Timer & Backup Supply

ment and the best price on new. Let us help upgrade

• Built for Reliability & Low Service

your station and save you money. Call today!

• Prices from $4,400 to $ 13,500

fogitek
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ALLIED

When it has to
work right!
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Call 800-231-5870 for your nearest Logitek Dealer.
(Alaska, Hawaii, Canada : 713-782-4592)
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How Many Consultants Does It Take...
Who's
running
the ship?
by John "0" Shepler

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

I

ntroducing AutoPilot"
from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.

ROCKFORD, HI. How many consultants does it take to screw in alight bulb?
As many as you're willing to pay for.
That's terrible to say, but it does reflect
the thinking some people have about
consultants—especially technical ones. In
this column Ihope to present the other side
of the story and perhaps even convince you
that a decent consultant may be exactly
what you need right now. Let's see.
First of all, Idon't want any of your
money. Ihave enough to do already. Second, I'm not intending to plug any of my
friends here. Sorry guys. Third, Iagree.
Consultants can be either good or bad. It
depends on who you get and how well their
abilities are matched to the problem at
hand.

Good guys abound
There are some darn good people
around. Let me illustrate with acouple of
stories. The first one begins on the coldest
day of the year. It's early January, and it's
2a.m. I'm nestled soundly asleep when the
bane of all chief engineers rings next to my
head—the phone. A voice says: "The FM
is off and no, it won't come back on."
As Istare half-conscious at the 20 kW
transmitter, I notice the tripped plate
breaker but am unaware of the constant
putt-putt of the line dryer.
Ireset the breaker and punch up the
plates. The breaker snaps off instantly. The
jump of the reverse power meter happens
to catch my eye. Then that sinking feeling
sets in. The antenna is "goners."
Am Igoing up that tower in —20 degree
weather with ice on the members? Never.
But, Icry enough to my antenna consultant at 3a.m. to get him and acrack tower
crew in action by noon.
What they found was ablown coupling
section, probably caused by moisture. With
no replacement on hand for such aspecialized part and no backup transmitter, they

did what you pay these people the big bucks
for: They improvised.
That afternoon, the station was back on
the air with asomewhat cobbled coupler,
repaired with sheet copper, some scrap tubing and hose clamps. Thank God for consultants. The replacement parts took weeks
to arrive.

Another set of ears
Story number 2. The program director
is upset, big-time. A ratings war is underway. His hide is on the line and the station
just doesn't jump off the dial and grab the
listeners. No amount of testing, tuning, or
fiddling makes this man happy.
Now, many engineers would be sorely
tempted to tell Mr. Bundle-of-Nerves to
take ashort jump off atall stack of carts.
That attitude, incidentally, is what helped
to get the last chief out the door. No, Idon't
want to join him. Idon't know how to solve
this problem, either.
Enter the audio consultant brought in
from atop station in atop ten market. You'd
recognize the name. Does he have all the
answers? Nope, but he does have the
credentials. He also has more experience
with this sort of thing than your local chief.
In acouple of days it sounded pretty good.
In a few weeks, it sounded great.
The happy ending is that Igot to live.
Ialso learned enough over the next couple
of years to build asound that could take
any competitor. Eventually, Ieven set up
asideline to help other stations build their
sounds. Once again, thank God for consultants.
Finding the right one
There are afew types of consultants that
you should seriously consider.
First, the antenna consultant. Antennas,
especially AM directionals, are such an arcane subject that you really need somebody
good to call for major proofs, tuning, additions, and FCC paperwork.
Oh, yes. Legend has it that in the glory

Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovety

ITC CART II

Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?
Call us toll free at
1-800 255 -8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.
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days of radio every chief engineer could
scratch-design a five tower array over
breakfast and have it working by lunch.
That's not so anymore. It probably never
was. Antennas as aspecialty is arare talent. You need people with this talent only
occasionally, so pay what it takes to get the
job done right.
Where do you find them? The best have
reputations that follow them. Call other stations and get their advice. You can also
check the ads in the back of RW.
Credentials mean something in this
field. A professional engineer's registration and alist of happy clients is agood
indication that you're dealing with the
right person.
Second, the audio consultant. These
people have bigger reputations in the programming world than among engineers.
You're looking for somebody who has
already done it the way you want to
sound. Audio is fickle. Describe a nuance of your station's sound to 100 engineers and they'll all hear something
different in their minds. You want the
one who hears what you hear.
Audio guru
I'm in favor of letting the programming and air talent pick their audio guru.
They're the ones who have to deal with
the consequences anyway. This is an emotional topic. Don't even bother trying to
talk program directors out of their preferences. Just be careful to get somebody
who can produce results as well as talk
a good line.
The third type of consultant is not a
specialist. This person is an experienced
broadcaster who loves the industry and
has been at it long enough to know a
few tricks. It could be a chief engineer
moonlighting from another station. It
could also be somebody who has decided
to go "contract" to try and make his/her
fortune.
The general technical consultants have
some advantages. They charge only when
you need them. They have years of expertise that is hard to come by these days. They
can handle emergencies in addition to your
staff or even as your staff.
For atechnical consultant or contract engineer you'll want sterling references from
stations that care about their sound and
their equipment.
Moonlighters may be squeamish about
having you call a station manager who
frowns on side activities. In this case,
someone you trust should vouch for them.
So, are you sold on consultants yet? I
hope you'll consider this option when you
need specialized help not available within
your staff. It can be avery worthwhile business strategy.
DOD

Only ITC Cart II assures consistent audio quality,
excellent phase stability, and low flutter,
play after play.
Want more information on the ITC Cart II? Call us.
International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: (800)447-0414; ( 309)828-1381
FAX: ( 309)828-1386
Circle ( 74) On Reader Service Card
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Why settle for less?
Radiomixer is the most affordable high-performance console in radio
with configurations starting at under $10,000.
Stations with the most stringent budgets can now have major market PR&E quality.
Isn't that anice surprise? Call today for more information.

Add multitrack production
power to the on-air
features of aRadiomixer
and you have
Productionrnixer, the most
affordable production
console in broadcasting.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 12s Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277
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Make Sniffers Out of Slugs
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Finding new
uses for old parts is always fun. For example, have you ever wondered what to
do with those dummy aluminum slugs
that are found in Bird or Coaxial Dynamics directional couplers?
The center of the slug can be bored
out with a drill (although a friend at a

machine shop would make this a little
easier). You can bore the center completely out and then fit ametal hole plug
in the end to mount your bnc connector
see Figure 1. You can bore almost to
the end, and then drill a smaller hole
and mount the chassis-mount female bnc
directly to the slug.
A small loop of wire soldered to the
center conductor and then grounded to

February 5, 1992

the ground lug of the
bnc turns the slug into
an inexpensive RF
sniffer. Note that the
sniffer is not calibrated,
and who knows what
the frequency response
is, but for trying to get
relative RF samples for
testing purposes, the
slug does the trick.
We thank both Bud Aiel o—former EZ
Communications DE and now with
Wheatstone—and Joe Davis, CE with
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The Audio Signature Processing System With The Real Time Event Sequencer
te-

When the Real Time Event Sequencer is combined with out popular Audio Signature processor
the flexibility of the Audio Signature increases dramatically. The Real Time Event Sequence
allows 26 different processing presets to be stored, and 200 time events over a7day clock. All o
the front panel controls of the Audio Signature are programmable from the event sequencer. I
addition, five remote terminal connections allow you to daypart from external contact closure
(i.e. console buss logic, cart machines, etc.). This system is anatural for stations that have man
varied programs - at last daypart processing is easy!

Real Time Sequencer
The Real Time Event Sequencer can control up to eight outputs (open collector contacts) and
store up to 200 events on a7day clock. Programming is done via afront panel keypad - the display
is an atti dctive back lit LCD display. The sequencer can be programmed to provide latching outputs, or half/one second closures. In addition the eight outputs can be binary encoded allowing
control of up to 255 addresses. The unit features ahigh accuracy crystal timebase and battery
backup for program memory. In addition, the Real Time Event Sequencer recognizes leap years
and can be programmor daylighair time operation. Have some time you need to control?
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Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
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WETA-FM in Washington for coming up
with this novel idea. Bud can be reached
at 315-455-7740. Joe Davis is at
703-998-2765.
***
Keith Arnett, VP of Marketing for
Broadcast Services/EME writes to inform
Workbench readers that ADC is discontinuing its stacked solder and wire wrap
terminal blocks. This includes the
PJ660-6.
Due to the popularity of QCP, sales
in solder and wire wrap terminal blocks
has dropped off, and the company cannot justify the manufacturing cost. Unlike solder and wire, the QCP terminations are gas tight and secure. If you
are interested in receiving literature on
the new QCP terminal blocks, circle
Reader Service 16, or give Keith acall
at 703-635-1413.
***
While we're on the subject of jackfields, Penny and Giles is the U.S. distributor for the new M&M jackfields.
Of particular interest is their Flexipatch
Series, which boasts of crosstalk figures
in excess of —99 dB, from 20 Hz to
20 kHz.
Add to that the unique "pod" system,
which substitutes printed circuit boards
for the typical wiring that runs from the
jacks to the termination block, and things
get very interesting. For example, it's possible to reconfigure ajackfield from fully
normalled to half normalled by swapping
out pod cards.
Need a DA? The distribution amplifier pod turns a section of the jackfield into a two-input, 10-output DA.
What's more, this pod can be easily
reconfigured to serve as a mixer or
buffer. Four of these pods can be mounted
in a standard quarter-inch tip/ring/sleeve
jackfield, taking up no additional rack
space. For information on the Flexipatch
system, circle Reader Service 132, or
fax your request to Penny and Giles
in Santa Monica, Calif., at 213-4509860.
***
At a recent SBE meeting in Washington, there was a discussion over the use
of Advanced Receiver Research RF
Preamplifiers and how well they work
for both STLs and RPUs. The discussion
moved to what one does when the RF
preamp dies.
The answer might surprise you. Turn
to Radio Shack. Especially for the RPU
band, the company's FM/VHF/UHF
preamplifiers have specs reasonable
enough to save the remote. It's nothing
you'd want to use permanently, but it sure
beats being off the air.
Try Radio Shack Catalog Number 151107, which is afour-set distribution amplifier. The amplifier offers 12 dB of gain
at UHF frequencies, slightly more at
continued on page 32 lb-
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Brings you and your
remote site together
COMPROT.: features ascreen that displcys a
peotechon event triggered by the grid power.
The cursor on one Doint of the graph displays
the pertinent valuer of the plotted parameters.
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RF DIAGNOSTIC is anew telemetry and remote control system
for tube-type power amplifiers
All the useful parameters needed to prevent malfunctioning or
to irtervene in the operation of malfunctioning equipment are transferred by either radio link or telephone to apersonal computer
(IBM or compatible with an MS-DOS operating system).
A unique software system created by ELENOS, available in various languages, enables the user to obtain:
CURRENT DATA
PAST DATA
GRAPHIC DATA
Moreover, if the amplifier in cuestion is manufactured by ELENOS, the computer screen will produce apicture of its front panel (with high graphic resolution) including all current meter readings. Of particular interest to the engineer are:
•aZOOM function which allows enlargement of any detail for
easier reading.
•the HELP function: an online troubleshooting manual that guides the user to assess the causes of malfunctions, and in some cases comes up with solutions.
•the use of aMOUSE and iccn representation which allows even
inexperienced computer users to be able to work with the PC.

AIL THE (LOGOS: this feature provides the possibility cl adaing your station's logo on installation ar the software.
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Direct access and automatic saving of data means that the readings of all functional parameters prior to an event are stored and
therefore even occasional anomalies can be isolated and treated. It is also possible to send all data of such parameters directly to ELENOS, or to your service center to receive analysis, advice and diagnosis.
Please call or write for more information on the ELENOS RF DIAGNOSTIC system today.

MULTI: features a plotted
graph displaying the daily
parameter readings. Y
also have the options of
selecting weekly, monthly,
for a single parameter or
for every parameter
simultaneously. It is also
possible to have this in
bar graph form and to
print the data.

OTHERDAT, OTHER INPwith this feature you can
display preset values. The
green led shows that the
values are within the set
threshold limits. It is
possible to redefine the
scale and the alarm
thresholds for maximum
and minimum presettings
on every analog
instrument. It is also
possible to define the
description and the
enabling and to disable
the measurements.
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RFSETUP: this feature
allows a transmitting site
with more than one
transmitter to work on the
same communication line.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Via G. Amendda, 9
POGGIO RENATICO ( Fe) Italy

Tel. 39/532829965
Fax 39/532829177

73 Oak Street
Plymouth, MA. 02360 U.S.A.

Phone: 508-830-0448
Fax 508-747-4696
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T1800: if the transmitter
controlled is made by
Elenos, the monitor
displays the front paneh
with the meters exactly as:
they are. In addition to ,
the information displayed,
on the front panel, it is,
possible to have other
functions displayed at the
test points inside the
transmitter. Some
functions are remote
controllable.
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could be done on location.

Binaural: 3-D for Ears
continued from page 27

demand for spectrum space increased and
binaural required double the space.
More recently, a fascinating series of
binaural radio dramas aired for afew years
on public radio and later on community and
college stations around the country. They
were produced by Tom Lopez of the ZBS
Foundation and are titled, "The Cabinet of
Dr. Fritz."
The series of half-hour dramas grew out
an experimental binaural broadcast on Halloween 1982 of ahorror story, "Sticks:' Each
program always started off with an actor
speaking into and identifying first one ear

and then the other. This orientation is vital
to the proper binaural effect and if reversed,
the connections must then be reversed or the
headphones reversed on one's head.
Lopez used aNeumann KU-81i artificial
head, which has become one of several
professional standards for binaural broadcasting and recording. Recording was done
on aSony PCM-F1 unit with aportable Sony
BetaMax VCR. The naming of the dummy
heads began with experiments in 1932 by Bell
Lab engineers, who named their head Oscar.
Lopez named his Fritz since it was German,
hence the title of the drama series. Fritz's
portability meant that original recording

One ZBS production, Stephen King's
"The Mist:' provides one of the most
astonishing and most accessible introductions to binaural available. It features 35 actors and is one of the most detailed radio
drainas ever produced.
Scarier than King
When heard on headphones in acomfortable chair in the proper setting—such as at
night with the lights out—the results can be
scarier than aStephen King movie. The 80minute binaural cassette is available as aSimon & Schuster audio book for less than $10
at major chain bookstores.
ZBS continues to create unusual radio
drama series, but no longer in binaural form.
While binaural reproduction of music sounds
fine when reproduced through loudspeakers
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Take total control of your programming with
the revolutionary new CORE 2000

the ultimate

digital automated control system. You'll get the
advantages of digital without having to learn a new
system " language", because CORE 2000 has
standard PC compatibility and is driven by the kind of
database- supported programming you're probably
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already using. And CORE 2000 is incredibly
flexible, with independent " smart" sourcing, and
machine and audio control for up to 36 different
source inputs. There's no limit to this revolution,
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either, because CORE 2000 is fully compatible
with all present and future source equipment.
It's affordable.
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It's amazingly versatile. It's
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CORE 2000. Join the revolution!

EVOLUTIONARY

AudioVAULT...It's the ultimate evolution of
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the cart machine. Just imagine a digital source
system that features multi-user tasking ( four at once),
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simultaneous record/playback capabilities, stand--

alone compatibility with most satellite systems, instant
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John Sunier can be reached at 21 Stetson
Ave., Kenffield, Calif., 94904.

access to stored materials, and the flexibility to
operate automatically or interactively as a part of

RF Sniffers

virtually any control system.
Now imagine those features in an easy-to-use
package that is operated like a standard cart

lb- continued from page 30

machine. And imagine getting all the speed
and clarity of digital without having to learn a
new system " language".
It's economical.

It's flexible
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It's AudioVAULT.

The ultimate evolution!
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For over thirty years, Broadcast Electronics has been
the one company dedicated to radio broadcast
technology. So, is it any surprise that we'd be among
the first to put the power, efficiency and clarity of
digital to work for the radio industry?
Contact us for more information on our revolutionary,
evolutionary digital systems, plus our full line of
transmitters, cart machines, studio consoles,
stereo exciters and monitors.

(though of course without the binaural effect), the voices in radio drama often can
sound off-mic and unintelligible.
Listener and station comments about this
problem were afactor in future productions
staying with standard stereo. The dummy
head and electronic designs used over the last
few years take into account the previous lack
of compatibility with loudspeaker playback
and, in fact, have been used for mastering a
number of compact discs that do not mention
in their notes that they were recorded
binaurally.
There has been more interest in binaural
in recent years in Japan and Germany than
in the U.S. Various German stations have
done binaural broadcasts, especially of "horspiel," or radio dramas.
The BBC in Britain also has dabbled in
binaural. A recent BBC Third Programme
documentary on the use of computers in music announced at the start that listeners should
have their headphones at the ready for a
binaural portion that was coming up in the
program. That segment turned out to be not
more than aminute long, and actually was
a demonstration of the speaker surround
sound system known as Ambisonics.
Binaural was the only simple way to give
listeners an idea of how the synthesized
sounds could be whirled around one and even
over one's head.
This points out the democracy of the
binaural format—no special decoders or
other equipment is required—just apair of
stereo phones.
My own syndicated radio program for
audio buffs, "Audiophile Audition:' began
all-binaural broadcasts in the San Francisco
area almost 10 years ago and continues
them on a twice-annual basis nationally.
The hour-long weekly program is carried
on nearly 200 stations, both public radio
and commercial classical stations. The
week of Feb. 9 is my next All-Binaural
Broadcast, including an interview with
German binaural expert Gunther Thiele.
Ialso offer a mail order service, "The
Binaural Source," which has assembled more
than 50 albums in both CD and cassette form
of hard-to-find U.S. and German binaural
recordings.
For information on programs, station networks or the new binaural catalog, call
41.5457-9052.

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 N. 24th St., P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62305-3606 USA
Phone ( 217) 224-9600, Telex: 250142, Fax: ( 217) 224-9607

Circle ( 137) On Reeder Service Card

VHF, and includes aswitchable FM band
trap. The 15-1113A is a20 dB amplifier that
runs up to 890 MHz, but can be pressed
to perform in the 950 MHz STL band if
needed.
* * *
Cleaning inside aconsole or transmitter
is made easier with a new product from
Techni-Tool—the new ULTRAJETTm CO2
that delivers quick and precise cleaning
action.
An added safety feature for the contract
engineer who travels with tools rolling
around in the trunk is apositive safety lock
that disables the dispenser so accidental
discharges are impossible. Someday I'll
have to tell you about how my car jack got
soaked by other cleaners that didn't have
this safety feature.
DOD

John Bisset is a principal with Multiphase Consulting, acontract engineering
and projects company. He can be reached
at 703-379-1665.

Aadi Werld

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

Stainless G-25 galvanized. 420'. 25" face
w/Phillystrand guys & base insulators. DDy.
bas, 312-440-3100.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

WAIIF-us-SIORVk DFskN GROUp,

I
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Wall sound tile 11 blue 242 pyramid. $100.
PWolf, WSUV. 1400 Colonial, Ft Myers FL
33907. 813-574-5548.

Want to Sell

134 Main Street
New Paltz, NY 12561
ANTENNAS & TOWERS

Gates FMC-4A 4bay Class ACP w/radomes
tuned to 1009 MHz, $1200. Paul, KPCR, PO
Box 1, Bowling Green MO 63334. 314-3242283

Fisher master control. 50 W, $25. Wayne,
Woollard _abs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA
95012. 408-663-5512.

GCR-201 RF Contactor
25 Amps. 20 KV DPDT
40 Amps. 20 KV DPDT

McCurdy DA 504 audio dist, $100. Wayne,
Woollard Labs. PO Box 1097, Castroville CA
95012. 408-663-5512.
Dynaco PAS3 path preamps, $150/both. J
Parsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Dettona FL 32738.
904-532-0192.
Altec 1607A (
4) & mixer, $100/ JParsons, 2781
Fayson Cir, Detona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

250.00
275.00

OCR- 501 RF Contactor
40 Amps, 40 KV DPDT
(Multrones Type)

300.00

OCR- 701 RF Contactor
100 Amps. 40 KV DPDT

400.00

All Factory New Components • De, Prepara • Duty Free
416-421-5631 FAX: 416-421-5631

LeBlanc & Dick 1249' w/7' face, will support
multiple FM, crows nest at 1000' for 2ways
w/strobes & red lighting & extra hardware, BO.
M Gumb, Surrey Bdctg, 165 SUnion, Denver CO 80910. 303-989-9980.

Carvin FET 900 200 Wlch 8ohms, 450 Nth
4ohms, 900 W bridge mono, 3rack space.
35 lbs, fan cooled, sub-sonic filter, ultrasonic
filter, variable pwr compressor, clip indicator
LED's. handles, $400. BFisher, KPOK, 122
SMain St, Bowman N58623. 701-523-3883.
Crown Micro-Tech 1200 320 Mitch 8ohms,
495 WIch 4ohms, 700 wIch 2ohms, 1315 W
4ohm bridge mono, as new wlbalance or 3
yr xferable warranty. BFisher, KPOK, 122 S
Main St, Bowman N58623. 701-523-3883.

Harris 994-8524-001 30 ARF contador. $150.
GJablonski, WHMI, POB 935, Howell MI 48844.
517-546-0860.

lbmaha C3 preamp mint cond, $200. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Detona FL 32738. 904532-0192.

Hughey & Phillips TI-2035 isolation 3.5 KVA,
$1200; Kintronics Labs FM 7.5 Isocoupler,
$300. W Craig, WGOH, PO Box 487, Grayson
KY 41143. 606-474-5144.

RCA, Altec tube mie pre's & tube amps &
mixers; Langevin AM- 16's, sale or trade. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings before
10PM EST).

Plate reducer, 3" to 1-5/8". EIA, new. $250:
LC to 1-5/8" reducer, new $140; you pay shipping. RKrob, KMUS, 1513 Carey, Cheyenne
WY 82001. 303-484-2704.

Lightning
Eliminators
& Consultants, Inc.

FM on 104.7 MHz. LKoenig. WVRC, 106 Radio
St. Spencer IAN 25276. 304-372-7300 ext
13/304-927-4600.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Radio Systems RSTM-2R timer to 9:59:59, front
panel or remote controls, V2" digital readout,
mint, $95. JNewman, Box 1211, Newport RI
02840. 401-847-0455.
HPX headphone for critical monitoring,
processing set-up, (:)-C & maint checks, stereo
balanced instrumentation inputs. rack mountable JSomich. W010. 800-334-3925.

BASF CASSETTES • AMPEX Res
AUOMPAIL FMELFAC & 3M CARTS
Fer mere Womb«
call perm-berm collect
Kris Elliot at 818-992-4288
or write to:Jfal Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367
Circle 10 On Reeder Service Cord

Ramsa 8616 Mixers, 16x4x2 loaded .
EV RE-20 Mics
EV 635A Mics
EV 100A Sentry Speakers
Symetrix 511A NR System

(303) 447-2828 FAX (303) 447-8122

5000.00
250.00
60.00
175.00
350.00

Ham radio operators looking for surplus aud,o
processors. mixers & mies, as well as other inexpensive gear that could help bdct engrs play
radio at home among enthusiasts for vintage
AM. Please write wlofferings. WA3VJB. Box 73.
West Friendship MD 21794-0073.

AUTOMATION EQUIP

SMC system w/3060 60-event programmer,
AS- 10 switcher, programmable digital clock,
RSC-100 random selector for Carousel, 350
series Carousel, LA-246 AGC amplifier, (2)
ARS-1000 'It-irk stereo R-Rreproducers inside 2rolling racks, you pick up, $4000/80.
RMiller, WRVI, 815 W Dean, Virden IL 62690
217-965-3388.
Harris SR-90 stereo audio programmer wIcables. manuals & extras. TCauthers, KSOR,
1250 Siskiyou Blvd, Ashland OR 97520. 503552-6301.
Harris SC-90 complete system, less hardware, will sell indio pieces, $995. PWilley,
WMNB, 466 Curran Hwy, NAdams MA 01247.
IGM GoCart 24 (
2), $1500 ea; (4) Otan ARS1000 reproducers, $750 ea; (1) Format Sentry w/Commodore 64, $2000; (1) Audicord Sseries stereo PB cart, $300. BToole, KGVO,
POB 5023 Missoula MT 59806 406-721-1290.
IGM 60 78 tray, working w/o manuals, BO. D
Vauhn, <SKI, POB 1610, Vail CO 81658. 303949-7070.

402-734-5521

Systemation cassette, parts, boards, Ba L
Dupree, CENLA E3dctg. 1115 Texas Ave, Alexandria LA 71301. 318-487-0347.

2003 Brewster Rd.
Belleveue, NE 68005

*Digital Timer
*Autolocate Function
*Balanced Inputs & Outputs
*Pitch Control
Microprocessor Control Technology

List Price $2,399

-+E Price Too Low To Print!
THE SMART CHOICE!
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA. 22901
(
804) 974-6466

ADC SS-300 stereo equalizer & spectrum
analyzer, $100. Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box
1097, Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.
dbx 163X single chnl limit, $50. Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA 95012.
408-663-5512.

Want to Buy

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE

PUIrEc EQ'S
Fairchild & Teletronix Limiters;
Neumann, Telefunken, AKG.
RCA. & Schoeps microphones.
Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps
& pre- amps. Sontec. ITI. &
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei.
Orban, United Audio. DBX. &
other outboard gear. Ampex
ATR102s or 104s. Parts for MCI
H I10/114 recorders. Altec
604s/crossovers/Tannov speakers. JBL 2231: Altec 288h
drivers: Misc. equipment of all
types.
Please Call:
Dan Alexander Audio
5935 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94608
l-(415) 644-2363
FAX: l - 4 15-652-4022

CAMERAS ( VIDEO)
Want to Sell
CEI 287 studio (2), new 1" plumbicons, all cables. CCU, (2) Irg VF outfits, (2) Veregon lens
10/1, $750 both. CPotorti, Potorti Video, 10005
Lacy, Morrisville PA 19067. 215-945-3990.

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

DENCO

*Heavy Metal Construction

Circle ( 61) on Reader Service Card

A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:

DENCO OVERSTOCK
AUDIO SALE

BR-20 Reel

Mastercard & Visa Welcome

6687 Arapahoe Road
Boulder, Colorado 80303

The company with nineteen years experience providing total protection systems.

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

*3 Motor, 3 Head Design

Electronics

SURGE PREVENTORS - to prevent the passage of power line surges
or transients regardless of their source or energy level.

180-200' guyed for light duty FM/West Coast.
PPlank. PO Box 1401, LaOuinta CA 92255. 619564-4065.

Value, Economy & Quality...

+EHALL

CHEM-RODS' - chemically activated ground rods for establishing
very low resistance and low surge impedance earth connections.

Want to Buy

S.W.R. ANTENNAS
TV FM
LPTV
call JIMMIE JOYNT
800/279-3326

TASCAM

SPLINE BALL IONIZERS' - to significantly reduce the risk of astrike
but " fall" as a 100% effective lightning collector. Use of multiple SBI's
can eliminate the risk of a strike.

CASSETTES - CARTS - REELS

SPRING SALE TIL 2-15-92

Dynaco 705 (
2), $IM/ea. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cif Deltona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

...with only a partial protection package when you can have acomplete, low cost,
proven system from LIGHTNING ELIMINATORS & CONSULTANTS? We can provide:

ERI 8bay 37CP8 new 0-rings & silver bullets.
pressure tested, will negotiate freight and
refurbish, or crate & ship, $8000/130. KReising. WRZO. 812-378-1073.

Want to Sell
AMPLIFIERS

Why Be Content . . .

ERI FM Combiner/Components:
(2) complete 2chnl x 20 kW multicouplers w/mdl 902 notch filters.
Can be configured as 4chnl system. Previously used on 8 chnl
system. Will sell as system(s) or
as individual components. Bob
Fisher, Shaffer Communications.
713-621-4499.

Specializing in Facility Design
for
Broadcast Audio & Video
914-255-2255
914-255-2519 Fax

ERI/Harris FML-3 Bay rolotiller type, 15/8"
end, FOB, $3000 cash/trade. C Cooper.
WOSM, 4720 Radio Rd. Ocean Springs MS
39564. 601-432-1032.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

Early tube type cameras: RCA. GE, Dumont.
AWeiner, WREM, 14 Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY
10705. 914-423-6638.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Spotmaster 2000 R/P stereo, $350. Wayne,
Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA
95012. 408-663-5512.
BE Series 3000 R/P stereo, $500. Wayne.
Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA
95012. 408-663-5512.
Gates Criterions R/P, mono. book. $300.
Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

rrc 33-lone w/new heads & book, $1500.
Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.
Spotmaster 2000 recIPB, gd cond & wiring
harness, $350+s/h. J Deering, Creative
Comm, 329 Raindrop Ln, Henderson TN
37075. 615-264-2885.
Tape heads orig equip for most current & older model machines at great savings. JHall,
804-974-6466.

SMC DP-1(
for parts), AS-20 switcher, CCU.
(5)350 Carousels, IGM RAM. program/monitor amp, (2) Scully 270 R-R, (1) 750 R-R. J
Heck, KGAK, 401 ECoal, Gallup NM 87301.
505-863-4444.

Ampro (
3) mono: (1) rec, $500, (2) play, $350
ea/B0. W Earle, WELD, Rt 1Kessel Rd. Fisher WV 26818. 304-538-6062.

IGM 400 series w/(2) Revox PR99, 48-tray instacart, 24-cart Carousel & Cones 25 Hz tone
gen, works perfectly, must sell. DSchroeder,
WSWL, 904-433-1141.

ITC SP stereo (
3) single play. gd cond. $500
ea: RP-stereo PB/R, gd cond. $750. RWalsh.
WHCN, 1039 Asylum Ave, Hartford CT 06105.
203-247-1050.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT
Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381
International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

(7)
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Radio World

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS

February 5, 1992

MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new.
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601. in FL 305-659-4805.

Gates President, $
300; Ramko DC-8M Touch
Control, $450, both recently removed from svc
in gd cond w/books. MVanheaser, KSKY, 4144
NCentral Espy . 266, Dallas TX 75204. 214827-5759.

CATV-MATV

Autogram 8chnl & Audicord stereo RIP cart
mach; Marti unit; Audicord dual play mono
cart mach. R Mayfield, 817-857-4343.

Want to Sell
Revox PR-99 (5) MK-II trk stereo play units,
$1200. DPeluso. KJUL. 2880 EFlamingo Rd
Ste E. Las Vegas NV 89121 702-732-2200.

your worn
heads to
original (new) performance
speci at a fraction of
fication s
the replacement cost. Our labRestore

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT

oratory services include'.
• Digital/Optical 8. EleCtriCal

All tape and film formats
30 years experience

•

•

recontour i
n g of

Sheets

Our 25 years o texper ience
and reputation are un matched
in the industry.

Tascam 122 factory refurbished, excel cond,
$385 & Pioneer CT-F1000 rack mount cassette, $199. PWilley, WBTN, Rte 7, Bennington VT 05201. 413-663-3419.

dirt:
Es
MAGNETIC SCIENC
'249 Kennedy •
Road
Greendell. t1',4309
P.O. Box 121
783
Tel (201) 579-5773
Fax (201) 579-6021

Ampex ATR-800 1/
2"4trk w/remote ápedestal 71/2, 15, 30 ips, mint cond. $3000. BYauger, UCA Recording, Box 243, Cassialle NY
13318. 315-839-5841.

Circle 77 On Reader Service Card
Ampex speakers from 622 portable speaker/amps, no rear bolt, excel cond, $25/ea. J
Newman, Box 1211, Newport RI 02840. 401847-0455.

Ampex, ITC, Scully Reel to- Reel Tape Recorder
Spare Parts, Accessories,
Motor Remanufacturing.

Alignment tapes used twice, MRL # 20J205
&21J105. $20/ea. JNewman, Box 1211, Newport RI 02840 401-847-0455.

INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 1555
Mtn View CA

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN TIME

VERTIGO BURNISHERS NID INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnole Eiltd #116
818.907-5161
Norte Haywood. CA 91607 mx 818.7843763

94042
Direct order line 1800) 848-4428

in area code 408
dial 739-9740
Telex 62922869 ESL UD
FAX: 1-408-739-0809
Mari MX70-16 1" 16 trk whemote, as new 15,
30 ips, $12000. B Yaugeo UCA Recording,
Box 243, Cassville NY 1331& 315-839-5841.
Ampex input xformers: (
5) 4580200, (1) B17331-1, (1) 4580116-01, $30/ea. JNewman,
Box 1211, Newport RI 02840. 401-847-0455.
Telex 235 (
2) RP110 electronics & (1) 235
deck, $250. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltone FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
CART MACHINE SERVICES:
CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutter- free
perfection- shafts resurfaced
Single $ 110.00

Triple $130 00

CART HEADS RELAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new
Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
HEADS MAPPED and precise digital/optical
ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life
CONSTAR & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI. () TAR! and more
For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

-w nenni1t Ii."

Want to Sell
Tandy 1000SX w/5.25" floppy, 640K RAM, 32
Meg HD, mouse, mono graphics mon, excel
cond, PC compatible, $600/80. Voss, Box
123, Farmersburg IA 52047. 319-536-2227.
Commodore computer equip: 128 (NMR), (2)
1541 drives (NMR), (2) C2N datasettes. (2)801
printers, (3) mdl 128 per supplies, 1520 printer, $350/80. M Muderick, 215-449-6970.
Wang CPU, 2 terminals. modem, BO. A
McCarty, KUIC, 600 E Main, Vacaville CA
95688. 707-446-0200.

SERVICES

224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Pads Dealers for: MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM
Circle (51) on Reeder Service Cord

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Harris Stereo 5 w/book & spares, $1000.
Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroyille CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

TEAC 6010 (
NMR) w/remote ( 1
4 trk stereo),
/
$75+s/h. M Muderick, 215-449-6970.

Pyramid 8800 8in, 2out, new, $400. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738. 904532-0192.

Ampex AG 440 wlconsole, 2trk PB head, 2
repro amps, remote, 1full trk head, 1record
amp, $500/B0. M Muderick, 215-449-6970.

Gately 18 chnl mixer/stereo, 18 in, 2out, $800.
JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738.
904-532-0192.

Ampex AG-440B-8 1" in console, gd cond
w/remote & manuals, STL alignment tape,
take up reel, $3500. G Falk, Falk Recording
Svc, 502-239-1010.
American Concertone 605-4R (NMR) w/remote ( Y4 trk stereo), $75+s/h. M Muderick,
215-449-6970.
Scully 280 4trk in roll around cabinet, new
heads, $1100. PWilley, WBTN, Rt 7, Bennington VT 05201. 413-663-3419.
Revox 877 mk11 logger slow spd, 2trk, very
gd cone 10" reels, $600. RWalsh, WHCN,
1039 Asylum Ave, Hartford CT 06105. 203-2471060.
Akal 4000 4-trk w/remote control, NAB hubs,
10" metal reels, gd cond, $325. Curt, WAWZ,
Weston Canal Rd. Zarephath NJ 08890. 908469-0991.

TABER
- FEBRUARY SPECIAL AMPEX or SCULLY
Capstan or Reel Motor Rebuild
$18500

Pods to make up 2control boards, modular
design, new, $10000. Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E
Flamingo Rd Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121. 702732-2200.
Gates Ambassador mono, working w/manual, BO. Paul, KPCR, PO Box 1, Bowling
Green MO 63334. 314-324-2283.

Ampex 350 2-trk PB only; mono full trk
w/United Elect; Scully 280 full trk, $700
ea/$1500 all/BO. C Irwin, C Irwin Prods, 85
Union C004, Memphis TN 38103.
Want to Buy
TEAC/Tascam rollaround & stands. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738 904532-0192.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

Samick SM-1600 great production, 16 x21x1,
full EO & panning, excel cond. 16-chnl %gloverload, indicators & meters, $750. Ron, SuperSonics, 1401 NE 159th St, NMiami FL 33162.
305-949-2040.

MG 8X5 stereo spring reverb, $150. PCibley,
Cibley Music, 138 E38th St, New York NY
10016. 212-986-2219.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Sparta AC-15 5chnl mono, complete & working, $195. PWilley, WMNB, 466 Curran Hwy.
NAdams MA 01247.

Want to Sell

BE 4chnl mono board, works fine, gd for
newsroom/remote operation wAvooden side
panels $350. GGabriele, WFOG, 215 Brooks
Ave, Norfolk VA 23510. 804-622-6771.

EQUIPMENT FINANCING
-LOANS

Howe 10k 16-chnl, 24 slot mnfrm, extras,
damaged in per surge, parts/B0. M Martindale, KVON, 1124 Foster Rd, Napa CA 94558.
707-252-1440.

BY PHONE -

• NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35,000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2,000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE-LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL

JBL 75104 (
2) 24-chnl auto mic mixer
w/manuals, $495. JHall, 804-974-6466.
McMartin B-502 sterer 5chnl in excel cond.
Goodrich Enterprises, 11435 Manderson St,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886 FAX 402493-6821.

WE DO START UP BUSINESS
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON

mva

BI-Amp 1229 Mixing Console, ASI power
amp, Akai GX77 R-Rplus much, much more.
Call for details. 308-882-4696.

EXCHANGE
NAT ONG

(800) 275-0185
FAX: ( 2141 235-5452

Want to Buy
Howe 10000 any & all parts, not for 10K serres. AMcCarthy, KUIC, 600 EMain, Vacaville
CA 95688. 707-446-0200.

FURNITURE
Want to Sell

Slide faders & modules for Auditronics Model 110 Grandson. LKoenig, VVVRC, 106 Radio St. Spencer WV 25276. 304-372-7300 ext
13/304-927-4600.

Handcrafted Speaker
Cabinets. Finest quality,
best prices with the
best guarantee in the
industry Call us first.
Jack 505-392-1220

RCA 768. AWeiner, WFIEM, 14 Prospect Dr,
Yonkers NY 10705. 914-423-6638.
Langevin AM4A wklocuments. JGangwer,
942 32nd St, Richmond CA 94804. 415-6442363.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT

LIMITERS

Want to Sell

Ramko SC-5M 4-chnl mono board, excel
cond. $300. RChambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916-2572121.

Want to Sell

Bump Legend prod w/20 input chnls, 16 output chnls, 3chnl sweepable E0, many spares,
excel cond, $4000. G Falk, Falk Recording
Svc, 502-239-1010.

Trident 65 32 x16 w/stand & wiring harness,
$10000. JDiamond, Blue Diamond, Box 102C,
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412746-3455.

Bozak speakers 199A woofer. $50; 209B
midrange $40; 200X dual tweeter. $30; 10102
ntwk, $50. JNewman, Box 1211, Newport RI
02840. 401-847-0455.

PHONE: 703-998-7600

Optimod 8000A
$1495 & UP
414-482-2638

FAX: 703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Rcicli® WrId®

Ampex 351 (
3) w/Inovonics electronics, mono, in roll-arounds, will trade for mics/Shure
mixers, $300 ea. SKirsch, Silver Lake Audio.
2590 Hillside CI, Baldwin NY 11510. 510-623E114.

Studer B-67, excel mech áelectrical cond,
gd appearance. port case w/manual, $2000:
A-67, gd cond, port case, $1300. W McElroy,
Bias, 5400 Carolina PI, Springfield VA 22151.
703-941-3333.

AKG BX-20 reverb w/remote & manual, BO;
Altec 604-8G speaker systems (1) pair in Altec oak veneer cabinets w/Altec crossovers,
drivers, excel cond, $1000. W McElroy, Bias,
5400 Carolina PI, Springfield VA 22151. 703941-3333.

Arraids 500 SC-85 less than 200 hrs, 8chnls,
25 inputs, $1850+s/h. FSpinetta, KCEA, PO
Box 2385, Atherton CO 9402& 415-321-6049.

1880 Emhar,adoot Rd. Palo Alto. CA
415-493-3811

Otari MX5050811 gd cond. G Jablonski,
WHMI. POB 935, Howell MI 48844. 517-5460860.

dbx 155 (
2) 4-chnl type 1noise reduction unit,
$200 ea/$350 both. PCibley, Cibley Music,
138 E38th St, New York NY 10016. 212-9862219

Ramko DC 38-10M 10 pot mono, very gd
cond; BE 4M50, 4pot mono, BO/both. JStanford, RT 3Box 170, Lorena TX 76655. 817-857429&

McCurdy SS 8500 custom 10 mixer dual stereo. excel bond, $4250. DVernier, KUNI, Univ
of NIowa, Cedar Falls IA 50614. 319-273-6400

WANG CPU, mon, printer, CBSI software, BO.
M Martindale, KVON, 1124 Foster Rd, Napa
CA 94558. 707-252-1440.

TEAC 41500U like new, $275. JParsons, 2781
Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

TEAC A7030GSL mastering deck, mint cond,
$400. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL
32738. 904-532-0192.

COMPUTERS

\Ne also carry afull line of
replaceMent heads an d parts.

Ampex knobs original unchipped from
350/351 electronics, 11 LO, 2MED, 4SML,
3tiny, $15. JNewman, Box 1211, Newport RI
02840. 401-847-0455.

EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS
Fast Turnarounds - Con ipentive Rates
Rebuilt A77s $800
Capstan shaft resurfacing, $35.
12.1 TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #5
Nashville, TN. 37203 (615) 244-6892

iSiOrl

• Exclusive ' Audio Magnetic
Head Test RePo rt'"" 8. Data

TEAC A3300SX (2) 10V2, like new, $350/ J
Parsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738.
904-532-0192.

Want to Sell
Pioneer PD-M6 multi-disk, $100. Wayne,
Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA
95012. 408-663-5512.

inspection
PfeC

heads
• Complete digital/optical
alignment 01 assembly

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
708-358-4622

EQUIPMENT

Ramsa WS-4200 & WS-4240 compact, port
high per PA loudspeaker system, pair 2-way
12" WS-A200 full range cabinets & PR WSA240 12" subwoofers w/WS-SP2A crossover/sub woofer processor, speakers 35 lbs ea.
BFisher, KPOK. 122 SMain St, Bowman NE
58623. 701-523-3883.

5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras (Video)
Cart Machines
Cassette & R-R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.
CD's
CD Players
Computers

Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip,
Financial Services
Furniture
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite
Software
Stations

Stereo Generators
Switchers (Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductible Equip
Test Equipment
Transmitters/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

1x

3x

6x

12x

$55
50
90
60

53
48
85
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $165, at the 3x rate $159, at the 6x rate $150,
at the 12x rate $147, etc.

BEE

February 5, 1992

Audio Technica AT-812 (2) mint cond, $50 ea.
JDiamond. Blue Diamond. Box 102C, Chubbic
Rd RD1. Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455

LIMITERS
Want to Sell
Collins 26U-1 peak and Gates SA-39B peak,
30. W Craig, WGOH, PO Box 487, Grayson KY
41143. 606-474-5144.
Gates StaLevel tube type, $50. Wayne, Woolard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA 95012.
408-663-5512.
Want to Buy
Composite clipper/filter, prefer Chris Hood's
Sta-Max/Mod Science CP803, Hnat Hindes or
Cutting Edge. JHoge, WTLN. PO Box 607000,
Orlando FL32860. 407-682-9494.
Optimod 8100 prefer mdl w/Card O & late mdl
Tesar Audio Prems w/Card 5mod card. JHoge,
WTLN, PO Box 607030, Orlando FL 32860. 407682-9494.
Dorrough DAP-310 for limiter cards, will trade
1for 1AM type-1cards. F bbe, Great Northern Bdct Co, Box 5031, Lima OH 45802. 419228-4198
Fairchild 670 stereo or similar tube proc equip
to be used w/disk recording, 45/78 records. K
Gutzk, Custom Recording, 7134 15th Ave S,
Minneapolis MN 55423 612-866-6183.
Optirnod 8000A, will pay cash, leave message
at 703-27E-0125.

Want to Buy
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP be-bcp,
swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose, Prograin Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY moca 212E74-3060.

Telefunken U-47, Neumann U-67, KM-54 mint;
RCA ribbon mica (2) KU3A's 10,0001, (3)77-DX,
(1) 44-BX, (2) BK-5; Altec tube mica M-11, M-20,
M-33; 639 film version mic ed. Trade or sale Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings before 10PM
EST).

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Gates GTM885 stereo mod, $150. Paul. KPCR,
PO Box 1, Bowling Green MO A1334. 314-3242283.
TFT 760 AM EBS system new caps book, 5550.
Wayne, Woollard Labs. PO Box 1097. Castroville
CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

MISCELLANEOUS

Gates M02639 AM mod, tube type w/manual,
BO Paul. KPCR. PO Box 1. Bowling Green MO
63334. 314-324-2283

Want to Sell

Gen radio GR 1931-B AM mod mon on 1370
kHz, McMartin IBM-3500 FM mod mon on
1023 MHz, needs per xformer; Ampex 601
deck w/tube electronics, good for parts; Karr
Conalert II, BO. W Craig, WGOH, PO Box 487,
Grayson KY 41143 606-474-5144.

Peerless Attec 15095 line xformers (5)150/600
ohms to 15K ohms, $20/ea. JNewman, Box
1211, Newport RI 02840 401-847-0455.

USED AUDIO &
VIDEO EQUIPMENT

FM mod monitor package for mono, stereo'
SCA, used, tuned & calibrated to your freq &
guaranteed, all or part. Goodrich Enterprises,
11435 Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886 FAX 402-493-682 1

Ampex 350 ( stereo), Electrovoice
634, Ampex 2inch VTR's, Moseley
digital remote control ( 1970's vintage
for TV) Pinzone & MACOM video
sat receivers, plus more!

Want to Buy

409-838-2938

Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164.
402-493•188e

Han-D-Mag THIN-P2-sided probe demagnetz
er, rarely used, $35. JNewman, Box 1211, New
port RI 02840. 401-847-0455.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Sennheiser 405 (
2) cardioid condensers, XLRended cables, no supply, $403. JNeuman, Box
1211, Newport RI 02840. 401-847-0455
Sony C-38-8 large diaphragm condenser,
phantom/Dattery, cardiod/omni, grill corner
slightly damaged, $300. JNewman, Box 1211.
Newport RI 02840. 401-847-0455.
Sony ECM-21 (6). $100 ea: ECM-65F, $225/BO:
ECM-548 (2), $175 ea/BO: ECM-56F (3), $275:
ECM-377, $300; ECM-22 (9)5150 ea/B0; C-22
(4), $150 ea/BO; ECM-33P (8), $200 ea/B0, all
mint cond. JDiamond, Blue Diamond, Box
102C, Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317.
412-746-3455.
Beyer M-500 cardioid ribbon, $250. PCibley,
Cibley Music, 139E 38th St New srbrli NY 10016
212-986-2219.
AKG 451 EB (2) capsules, $350 ea/BO; CK22
omni capsule, $125/BO: (2) H-17A shock
mount/windscreen for 414E11 $150 ea/B0, all
new. JDiamond, Blue Diamond, Box 102C,
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412746-3455
EV-666 mint cond, $200/B0. JDiamond, Blue
Diamond, Box 102C, Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455.
Foster M.55RP new, eon°. JDiamond, Blue
Diamond, Box 102C, Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455.
Peerless MBC-520 (
2) condenser wiper sply
SiMilar to AKG 451, made in Germany. $400/30.
JDiamond, Blue Diamond, Box 102C, Chubbic
Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455.
Sony AC-148(2)484 pwr sply, new, $125 ea/BO.
JDiamond, Blue Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic
Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455.

Trade magazines: audio/AV/video dated back
to mid '60s/B0. M Muderick, 215-449-6970.

Audio/RF tech manuals for Sparta Elec Corp,
call/write for list. Peluso, KJUL, 2880 EFlamingo Rd Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121. 702-7322200.

708-513-1386
Regency Carry-Corn H5 9i/charger, needs butt
pack, $50. W Craig, WGOH, PO Box 487, Grayson KY 41143 606-474-5144.
SCA decoder, high quality micro-miniature
67/92 kHz, prewired & ready to install, $15. D
Jackway, Backgrnd Music Eng, 5742 Fairoak,
Springfield MO 65810. 417-881-1846
Spilsbury IMTS telephone mobile, like new
w/antenna, $1500. VFisher, RR2, Brighton IA
52540. 319-694-2574.
lAolorea M100 mobile radio, 45W VHF, synthesized tuning w/mic & antenna adapter, 2chnls
oint & receive, $475 JAndnst, KOMW, Box 151,
Omak WA 98841.

ADC jack panel pre-wired, new, 1
4 "double
/
3
row of 24 lacks, 1
/
4"
TRS w/6' tail to rack mount.
Uftra patch panel, normals brought out, $360.
RWalsh, WHCN, 1039 Asylum Ave, Hartford CT
06105. 203-247-1060.

REMOTE 8«
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want to Sell

Valley LZ precision mic preamp IC. $15: Lambda 24 Vlamp ow supply, $15; Cinch 32 pin male
& female blue ribbon connectors, $3.50,
Microswitch momentary illuminated switch
w/lens, $2, all new. JHall, 804-974-6466.

Micro Controls RCR-9 & RCT-9 9chnl remote
control, gd cond, $1500/130. CConwell, KOMA,
PO Box 6000, Oklahoma City OK 73153 405•
794-4000.

MD

A

Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and prosou nd end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

I
would like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. Li YES
NO

Title
Signature
Company/Station
_ Date
Please circle only one entry for each category:
Address .
I. Type of Firm
City
State __ Zip
D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio
Phone Number
A. Commercial AM station
G. TV station/teleprod
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and 0thusers can participate in the Broadcast
Equipment Exchange on a paid basis.
Line ad listings & display advertising are
available on aper word or per inch basis.
Call 1-800-336-3045 for details.

WTS: ;-

WTB: -

Make:

B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational FM station
E. Network/group owner

facility
H. Consultant/id engineer
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
J. Other

A. Ownership
B. General management
C. Engineering

D. Programming/production
E. News operations
F Other

II. Job Function

Category:
Model #:

Brief Description:

Price:
'Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO

Micro Controls RC11-9 & RCF9 9chnl remote
gd cond. $15031130. CConwell, KOMA, PO Box
6000. Oklahoma City OK 73153. 405-794-4000.
Andrew 23 GHz dishes 2-4' w/everything except wave guide & electronics, new, $5000+
delivery. SHoogelM Murray. K2CIAG. 9401 E
Northern Lights Blvd, Anchorage AK 99504.
907-337-2020.
Burk ARC-16/SA demo und in 'as new' cond
w/2 Burk IP-8 interface panels, $2995. JHall,
804-974-6466.
TFI models 7610. 7630. 7640. 7832, 78410
7841, ADS-01, FSU-01, PLC. G Jablonski,
WHMI, POB 935, Howell MI 48844. 517-5460860.

Want to Buy
Convex 2-line send extender EFaskowitz 212777-7908

SOFTWARE
Want to Sell

FMStudy 2.2- FCC allocation/
interference study (with "curves")
on your IBM or compatible$49.95. FM database-$35/first
state, $ 15 each additional state.
BEAM
Software,
3N460
Coulter Lane. St. Charles, IL
60175, 708-584-1668.

Want to Sell
10000 W daytime lease iv/option/buy, located
in SW Alabama, near Mobile, gd investment opportunity. G Earls, WBCA, PO Box 425 Bay
Minette AL 36507. 205-977-5596.

EQUITY PARTNERS
For FM station in central Shenandoah Valley, VA. 25,000 watts,
very strong coverage area, best
broadcast signal in two markets.
Country format. Write to: Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church,
VA 22041. Attn: 92-02A-02 RW.

Non DA daytime, DA night, 50 kW low dial position. clear chnl, unlimited time, AM in capital
city; also, 3kW FM, can upgrade to 60/50 kW,
owner financing. Glenn 501-470-1525.
VA location C&W, upgrade CP for 1800 W, OW>
er will finance Me« payment. ATerry, WODY, POB 545 Bassett VA 24055. 703-629-2509.

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,

RRADCO GROUP

Up timers (
5)w/2' LED readouts, new, counts
to 9:59 & resets, momentary closure resets unit
to 0:00, $5750. Peluso, KJUL, 2880 EFlamingo Rd Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121. 702-7322200.

erceg
anizations whom re legitimate end

Moseley MRC 1620 never used w/Task Master
2.0 SW. set-up for WIRE LINE, $4000.
Paul/Gordon. KZST PO Box 100, Santa Rosa
CA 95402. 707-528-4434.

STATIONS
Moseley lsocoupler ICU 1A 940-960 MHz, (2)
Extel printers, Marti RMC-20 (partially works). J
Heck, KGAK, 401 ECoal, Gallup NM 87301.
505-863-4444.

Want to Sell

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Office equiq: Sony cassette xcribing machines
wifootpedal, no mic for full-size cassettes, $125
M Muderick, 215-449-6970.

Contact Name:

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

Comrex PU-Il EXT single-line freq, port encoder and RD( rack mount decoder, excel o:xxl,
51000. RWalsh, WHCN, 1039 Asylum Ave, Hartford CT 06105. 203-247-1060.

FOR SALE: Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's Computer Toolbox for IBM compatible
computers. Send for details to COMPUTER
TOOLBOX, 118 Rice Street, Trucksville PA
18708-1628.

EMPLOYMENT

Portable, HomelStudlo, Auto

Assorted 1A2 telephone equip 2564's, 2565's,
501 & 551 KSU's, ITT 601 KSU, 34 & 4A
spephones, 5GLX phones, 15 WE 52 headsets
(double plug) w/ & wio mic switches, 66-type
blocks, will sell separate, $40/90. MMuderick,
215-449-6970.

Please print and include all information:

1, 2 and 3-Line Systems

Marti RPT-40 xmtr & rcvr w/antennas, VHF, gd
cond, $1350. PWoff, WSUV, 1400 Colonial, Ft
Myers FL 33907. 813-574-5548.

35

TRANSCEIVERS

McIntosh MR77 FM stereo tuner, excel cond.
$550. GGabnele, WFOG, 215 Brooke Ave Norfolk VA 23570. 804-622-6771.

Rob-on Blowers for Elcom, CCA, CSI,
McMartin, Harris, rebuilt & new.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson S
i., Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

le

COMREX
RENTALS

RECEIVERS 8,

Triad HS-29 audio )(former. AGrundy IAR 64
Univ PI, NY NY 10003 212-677-7580.

. ILP

Micro Controls DLC 9remote control system
book, $100. Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box
1097, Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

Call Steve Kirsch for details

Mks; desk mics(hi2), EV-Shure mic stands, also baby booms (3); tubes, new (32) RCA, GE,
Sylvania; Sams tube sub books #8 & #6: RCA
tube manual; Sony head demagnetizer (new);
jack femal connectors: EV 502 transformer
printsec Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

Call John Lackness

Radio World

Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041 • 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:
HELP WANTED
PRODUCT MANAGER • Orban product& Minimum 5years broadcast market experience, including both sales and station engineering.
Conduct market research, create sales materials, respond to customers' applications needs.
Send resume to: R.W. Smith, AKG Acoustics,
Inc., 645 Bryant St., San Francisco CA 94107.
EOE.
ANCHORMAN (News director, -caster, radio)
Direct & coordinate activities news dept ethnic
(Spanish) radio program station; confer WIECO3CUtbies &prod staff members re station policy, ethical norms newscasting, sources info, news
coverage special events, prod prob & budget.
Originate/approve feature idens based knowledge Colombian community special interests.
Monitor news development for report local, national & intl events. Review edited copy in Sp:
analyze & present news, sports, weather & canmercials; interview guests & report on community activities: research & write scripts & ad-lib
commentaries. Approve program contentldirect
changes. Coordinate news staff activities w/programming &traffic depts. Hires & evaluates performance news staff: perform prod duties. Supervise 7employees. Must have min 5yrs exp
same job; Exc oral & written composition skills
Sp (
must submit original material); exc editing
&research skills; Ability focus news on issues
interest Colombian community; Knowledge current events, world & Colombian hist, politics,
tourism, sports, econ, culture, music, lit, geog,
High mobility short notice (travel 25%); Must audition: Verifiable refs. Hm: Mon-Fri 9AM-5FM.
Salary: $35000/yr. Submit resume Job Service
or Florida, 701 SW 27 Ave, Rm 15, Miami FL
33155. Ref: JCirtFL 0539976.

Volunteer avail for RocklandAMastchester area,
afew days aweek, to learn all phases of bdctg,
prod, on air engrg. Mark, 914-425-2225.
Announcer w/6 yrs exper seeks FT pos,
smalUmed market in MOI1A, any format, prom
&prod exper. LYates, 314-374-0617.
Looking for super tech engdannouncer weirdo
who solves problems and is fun, friendly, normal? Seeking PT/FT/anyivhere. RVogel, Silverton OR 97381. 503-873-6743
CHA PD for med market wants to help your station win, excel leadership skills, prod abilities,
references. Jeff, 512-618-2824.
Mgmt consultant avail for workouts, reorgani-

zations, Chapter 11's & all troubled situations,
well known, excel credentials, reasonable. DIsrael, 5812 Alton Rd, Miami Beach FL 33140. 30E861-3814.
Take no prisoners morning team! Let Jeff &
Dan boost your cumes, AOFt/CR/CHR, serious
inquiries only. Jeff, 813-624-2922.
Looking for new challenge 10 yr exper in programming, on-air & prod. D Moore, 713-4489218.
Contract engr wishing to relocate to Southern
CA area, not LA but close by, 25 yrs in radio, low
rates & reliable 24 hr six Reply to: Radio World,
POB 1214, Falls Church VA, 22041. AUN: 9202A-01RW.

East Coast Employment Opportunity
Broadcast Supply West ... the industries leading independent audio broadcast distributor is expanding
to the East Coast.
We have an immediate opening for a sales representative based on the East Coast. Qualified candidate
must be self motivated, possess outstanding leadership skills, driven by challenge, and adaptable to
change. Experience in broadcast equipment sales preferred. BSW offers competitive salary and benefits.
Send sour detailed resume in complete
confidence to:
Patrick Medved

POSITIONS

WANTED

Morning team hot & hip, ready to make ratings
soar, have fun, will travel, great in any format.
405-6954478
Chief/Engrg Mgr w/30 yrs exper in AM/FM
engrg, FCC first/general, SBE Cerf PBE, prefer NE. LBeavers, 603-228-0485.
Communicator for med market high energy
night time. looking to advance, dependable,
hard working team player. Alan, 512-399-3887.

Vice President, Sales

• ,d1 t.

fle

Broadcast Supply West
7012 27th st. West
Tacoma, Wa. 98466
BSW is an Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F.

EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for $1.50/word
or buy adisplay box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use
your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will
be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be forwarded to listee,
unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of
Charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2issues of Radio World.
Contact information will be provided, but if a box number is required, there is
a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no invoicing).
Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements

. . . Canada, Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Ye 01' Forty- Eight . . .

SPENCER

Broadcast & Communications

RADIO! The beat goes on!

AUDIO—THRU—RF
Radio Specialists

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Now in our 12th year

tops in broadcast equipment

Where Service is # 1

1-800-955-6800

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

THE SOURCE

FROM STOCK

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR NEW BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT NEEDS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Toll free:

FROM STOCK

800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

305-651-5752
FAX:

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

305-654-1386

18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.

Miami FL 33179

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

ask for Kathleen

CONSULTANTS
EVANS ASSOCIATES

e,

Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000

mi

Radio ..474eno. Engineering
AM - FM - TV - Translotors LPTV
FCC Applicants.- Design - Instant..
Coll, foe, or write

(800) 551-1667
fax: ( 702) 808-8731

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

•

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

today!

4289 Roonridge - Los Vegas, NV 89120

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

Rural 8z Remote Site
Field Engineering

"For oil your Engineering Needs"

Member AFCCE

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

You've
found
THE CAED!

603/542 -6784

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

and Audit Company
•Turn-Arounds • Planning & Corporate
Development • Finance & Administration • Work- Outs • Restructuring &
Reorganization • Start- Ups • Absentee
Owner Assistance • International
Over 65 years of broad- based
radio experience at your disposal

Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000 +
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

Robert J. Smith
Dennis R. Israel
PO Bo>, 31941
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33420 US.A
407-625-0641 or 305-861-3814
FAX 305-861-3814

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

205-353-6747

Kenneth Casey
Consulting Radio Engineer

Member AFCCE

Broadcast Management

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

-V

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

T.Z. Saoyer
Technical Consultants

1-800-255-AMDA
AM

Directional Antenna Proofs
AM-EM-TV-I.PTV

FCC Applications & Exhibits
Station Inspections
6204

Highland Drive

Chevy Chase, MD 20815-6610
Teletbx 301-913-5799

SERVICES
Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000 +
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

BROADCAST
DESIGN&
CONSTRUCTION,
• Facility

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE

When cost and
quality count!

RADIO, TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

, NORTH
STAR
TOWER

A

STEEPLEJACK CO.

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

Inice Con,truction

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
DON HIGHLEY
713-4624105

& Maintaxmcc

W

Canton, NY
315-386-4932
FAX: 315-379-0951

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

INC

•R.F. Systems
•Soundproof/Acoustical
•Custom Cabinetry

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

(313) 465-3226

Communications Data Services, Inc.
A 22044

Contact Radio World
P.O.

Box

2400 baud, 6min.
avg. call. $.99 min.

900 329-8080

10

ER

Hear 50-8000 Hz audio response from
your next remote for much less than
costly TELCO loops by renting the:

GENTNER EFT-3000
—

1.01141fpf

commuocationsapeaakts

Ben Wall
President

SS91

6017 Triangle Dr
Raleigh. NC 2761:i
19191781-3496
Fax ( 91917B1-6454

Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV,
Microwave Systems,
Antennas 8, Towers

Richard L de Richard P. Biby,
Principals

hl(); F. Arltngton
ki • Falls LIr arch.
170 11) ; 14-041 -r4 • / rem) 441.00i.4

Thousands of items on line.
List yours for sale. 90 day
listings. Instant success.

_ installation &

O. 1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC program utilizes the mon
recently published census data required for FCC filings for the next
decade. Cell today for more Information. We oho offer.
•Real World Propagation. Studies
•OnUne Services
•3Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•PCCs AM, FM Fe TV Databases

Furnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV,
Microwave Systems,
Antennas & Towers

DataBank
Computer Classifieds

Tower Sales & Erection

1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC

Relocation

Tower Sales 8/ Erection

BUY eSELL • RADIO • TV •

OM

,.larrimeicaboos Sputawsts

Ben Wall
President

Newspaper for availabilities.

1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

1-800-336-3045

COMREX 3XP/3XR
3- line frequency extension system.

MARTI and TFT-8888 RPU
equipment also rented. Call Dwight:

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING
410-252-8351

BEE
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STATIONS . . .

wTS

Class CFM/10 kW AM KMCM/KMTA, Miles
City MT top audience, regional signals, mint
equip, steady economy, sales growth.
$595,000. PBa/ion, KMCM/KMTA, 1218 Pioneer Bldg, St Paul MN 55101, 612-222-5555.

Wegener (
2) rows for Unistar format 41 &
country w/CNN card, BO. PVessey, WDLB,
Box 58, Waltor NY 13856. 607-865-4321.

Cartridge Rebuilding
Want to Buy

Service

Microdyne 1100 rcvr/demod, gd cond. $1500.
PWolf, KSUV. 1400 Colonial, Ft Myers FL
33907. 813-574-5548

We clean. load & pack Serviced within
10 work days! Work guaranteed!
3706 Vold Ct., Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347

EQUIPMENT

STEREO GENERATORS

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Scientific Atlanta DAT-32 complete w/2.8m
disk & mounting hardware kit, coax & connectors, 7300 row & 7325 DPU w/15 kHz dual audio, voice/cue and ABC data decoder cards
installed. JBarnes. KBSY, 3108 Jenny Lind.
Ft Smith AR 72901. 501-782-1992.

CCA SG1-gd cond, $250. Paul. KPCR, PO
Box 1. Bowling Green MO 63334. 314-3242283.

Beautiful music, library 60's & 70's or early
80's, any format. JGlogowski. 7210 Wind Dale
St, Houston TX 77040. 713-466-0223.

Systems

Wegener,
Fairchild
Scientific
Microdyne

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

BE FC-30 generator 67 kHz SCA, book w/data. $650. Wayne. Woollard Labs. PO Box 1097.
Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

Appalachia college 5kW FM xmtr. twr & ant,
&any studio equip. RPowell. Alderson Broad.
dus Coll, Philippi WV 26416.

Moseley SCG-8 subcarrier generator 67
kHz. $650. Wayne, Woollard Labs. PO Box
1097, Castroville CA 95012. 408-663-5512.

Christian Ministry needs low pwr AM/FM
xmtrs: cable FM & carrier current AM, CD plyr,
cassene deck or duplicators; any & all appreciated. RSchoedel, ACE Ntwk, 6630 Monclove, Maumee OH 43537. 419-893-7968.

Want to Buy

We Buy & Sell
Used Satellite
Receivers:

Optimod 80000f; will pay cash, leave message at 703-276-0125.

AM bdctg equip for training poor/low income
students, will pay s/h. FSmith, 2408 Chamberlain Ave, Chattanooga TN 37404. 615-6247126.

TAPES/CARTS 8, REELS

Adcom
DART
Atlanta
& Others

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast
equipment. TQuinn. 408-475-0423.

Want to Sell

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

Spare Cards
Satcue 400's
We support
most formats.

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length up
to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.75 ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.

We Need Inventory!

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.

*WE SAVE YOU
THOUSANDS
ON A NEW UNIT!
*30 DAY
GUARANTEE!
*CASH FOR
YOUR USED
RECEIVER!
8S

(719) 634-6319 rviD1
(719) 635-8151 Fax
Adcom 7010 FM demod card, used 3months,
S900/130. C Conwell, KOMA. PO Box 6000,
Oklahoma City OK 73153. 405-794-4000.
Adcom 7010 FM demod card used 3mus,
$900. CConwell, KOMA, PO Box 6000, Oklahoma City OK 73153. 405-794-4000.
Wegener SPAN country newer version rcvr,
$1000/80. PWolf, WSUV, 1400 Colonial, Ft
Myers FL 33907. 813-574-554a

Space for rent 92 kHz subcarner on 50000
W ERP Boston station. LBruce, WBMX, 617236-6841.

AileD

SATELLITE

Satellite

Radio World

We can save you SSS on your
next equipment or supply purchase.

Lifetime member AES R.D.MYERS Sr.

69 Sandersdale Rd.,

Used Broadcast Equipment
414-482-2638
FOR D ETA ILS

Equipment available to rent
for aday or amonth...

Harris BC1H 500/1000 W. excel cond. ATerry, WODY. Box 545, Bassett VA 24055, 703629-2509.

Field strength meters
Audio test system
Impedence bridge
Telephone frequency extender
Spectrum analyzer

Collins 550A-1 250/500 W, gd cond. ATerry,
WODY. Box 545. Bassett VA 24055. 703-6292509

Call:

1-800-54-RADIO
1-800-547-2346
Fax: 1-301-783-4635
tor

Circle 101 On Reader Service Card

Nationally-syndicated comedy/music show
available to your station. weekly, $2/show
subscription, professional, fun show;
audition $1. R Schoedel, ACE Radio Ntwk,
6630 Monclova, Maumee OH 43537. 419893-7968.

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges. EE student at Purdue
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317.
923-2800.

ÇCAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT
•Power Supply
computer grade up to 450 VDC

t• or (

•Transmitting- MICA
Sangamo. Comell.Dubiller
• Oil Filled
Non- PCB Oval. Rectangular

Circle 7 On Reader Service Card

1-800-323-0460

FAX 1-802-425-3664
Kellner Electronics. Inc. /
Charlotte, VT 05445

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
RCA MI- 560341-1 Plate )( former 208/240. 3
phase 50/60 Hz for RCA 20E xmtr, gd cond.
changed due to single phase conversion. BO.
BEarle, KZZQ. 7146 Webbwood Way, San Antonio TX 78250. 512-521-5035.
Exciters: McMartin EI-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency. guaranteed:
Mono, stereo. SCA. Goodrich Ent. Inc.
11435 Manderson St., Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886 FAX: 402493-6821
Collins 830 w/1 kW driver cabinet that could
stand alone as 1kW xmtr, $14000. Merrill,
WROA, PO Box 2639. Gulfport, MS 39505.
601-832-5111.

Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

Leasing Available on

Ask for our current list
of quality pre-owned equipment.

35 Years relessiona/ ewerrim -el
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.

WHY PAY
NEW PRICES?

TRANSMITTERS
TV

FM

LPTV

call JIMMIE JOYNT
800/279-3326

Circle 4 On Reader Service Carol
DB KA500 & KA2500 500 W, 2500 FM RF
amp, new, single phase 220 V, ( 1) uses
36 x800 tubes, ( 1) uses 3CX3000 tubes. under $5000 & $10,000. Allen, Allen Audio, 2482
Woodridge Dr. Decatur GA 30033. 404-337847.
Collins 831 D2kW FM w/310Z-2 solid state
exciter, 1tube spare parts, in use, $10000. D
Atwood, WBRV, 7606 State St, Lowville NY
13367.
RCA BTA-10H 10 kW parts. VVWMO, 234 E
Meadow Rd. Eden NC 27288. 919-627-9966,
Harris MX 15 exciter, will put on your freq, excel cond, $3600. G Gabriele, WFOG, 215
Brooke Ave, Norfolk VA 23570. 804-622-6771.
Continental 317C2 50 kW, installed 5-84, grt
cond, new tubes, lw hrs (day time use only),
vry reliable, no bugs, $130,000. T Sittner,
KSJL, 217 Alamo Plaza, San Antonio TX
78205. 512-271-9600.
RCA BTA-50H Ampliphase 50 kW parts.
WWMO, 234 EMeadow Rd, Eden NC 27288.
919-627-9966.

3-5 kW FM, omission line & CP antenna for
docket 80-90 on 911 MHz. JPhillips, WBUK.
POB 1484, Lima OH 45802. 419-222-1075.
Collins 831-01 2kW, removed from svc due
to pwr upgrade. JDavid, KMPUKSTG. POB
907, Sikeston MO 63801. 314-471-1520.
LP9 TX 2-20 30 W AM wnimiter option for
1250-1600, in very gd cond, we'll handle customs, $750/80. BWhittington, CKAW. 2034103 4th Ave, Whitehouse, Yukon, Canada,
Y1A 1H6. 403-668-6100.
Collins 831D 25 kW, $7500; Optimod 8000A
audio processor, $1200. KPaul, JWC Bdctg.
9S0Willow Ave, Cookeville TN 38501. 6152258.664
528.6064.
FM TRANSMITTERS
2

kW

Collins 83101

3

kW

Harris 3H

5 kW

RCA 5E2

20

kW

Harris 20H

20

kW

CSI T- 20-F

25

kW

AEL 25KG

PMA MARKETING, INC
Transmdting Savings To You
414-482-2638

Harris 10H3 10 kW FM w/TE-3 exciter, gd
cond. manuals & parts, $12000. R Walsh,
WHCN. 1039 Asylum Ave, Hartford CT
06105.203-247-1060.
ITA FM500A 500 W, no exciter metered cabinet, sell/trade for ham gear. $750+s/h. D
Langston, 820 Harrington Dr, Milledgeville GA
31061. 912-453-9066.
McMartin 25 kW, mdl BF-25K in excel cond,
tuned & tested on your freq, by original
designer, guaranteed. Goodrich Enterprises,
11435 Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 4024934886 FAX 402-493-6821.

NEW
McMARTIN
BF- 5K
Lowest priced
tube replacements
5500 W FM, broadband grounded grid
output circuit, VSWR protection, excellent efficiency 75-80% automatic recycling & overload status. Fully remote
controlled. FCC approved to 5500
watts.

Goodrich
Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson Street
Omaha, NE 68164
402-493-1886
FAX: 402-493-6821

TEST EQUIPMENT

Contemporary Christian music record library & over 2500 top CCM songs on
over 100 Ampex 456 tapes w/25 Hz
tones recorded on fade of each song.
D Schroeder, WSWL, 904-433-1141.

Want to Sell
Potomac FIM-71 field strength meter, $3700.
GGilbreath, 4289 Rowridge Ave, Las Vegas
NV 84120. 702-454-2085.
Patch bays (4) ADC single inputs (24) rack
mount; Dynakit pre-amp PAS 2; manuals for
Ampex recorders 601, 351, 350 also for
Gotham PBF 150 W amp & Neuman lathe 131
disc cutler: Ampex mixer MX-35. Mr. Oliver,
212-874-7660.

Gulf Elementary School welcomes donation of any disco/sound/remote equip. video
& AN too. M Mesch, Gulf Elem School,
3400 SW 17th Pl, Cape Coral FL 33914.
813-549-2726.

FM BROADCASTERS!!
We can meet all your
FM transmitter needs!!
SOLID STATE- LOW POWER

TRANSCOM CORP.
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular
•

levels of 20, 50, 100, 300. 500 and 1000 watts. All units are
broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS
SINGLE TUBE- MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters
include a broadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used

1 kW FM

1964 Gates FM1C

1 kW FM

1978 Collins 83 1C2

2.5 kW FM

1978 CCA 2500R

10 kW FM

1972 Collins 830F1

20 kW FM

1973 RCA BTF 20E1

2.5 kW AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K
1973 Harris BC5HA

5 kW AM

1972 CCA AM5000D

5 kW AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

10 kW AM

1972 Harris BC1OH

1 kW AM

1986 Continental 314R1

1 kW AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

10 kW AM

1972 RCA BTA 10U

1982 CCA 2500

50 kW AM

1977 CCA AM50000D

2.5 kW AM

as emergency transmitters and a single zero biased
grounded grid triode in their PA

5 kW AM

1077 Rydal Road #101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

TWO TUBE - HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30. 40 and 50KVV.

"The Transmitter People"

Energenix
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX ( 518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise

Circle ( 56) on Reader Service Card

Circle ( 127) on Reader Service Card
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TRANSMITTERS .

WTS

Used Transmission Line, many sizes &
lengths. many like new. 816-635-5959.

Want to Buy
Low pwr shortwave G McClintock, WWCR,
1300 WWCR Ave, Nashville TN 37218. 615255-1300.

USED TV
TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable.
rigid line, etc.
one watt to 110 kW.
Fair market price paid.
BUY — SELL

BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
602-582-6550

1-2 kW FM working or not. PPlank, PO Box
1401, LaOuinta CA 92255. 619-564-4065.
any 250 W (2) needed for bdct training school
for underpriviledged. FSmith, WBTS, 2408
Chamberlain Ave, Chattanooga TN 37404. 615624-7126.
3-5 kW in gd coed wi or wio exciter. LKoenig.
WVRC, 106 Radio St, Spencer WV 25276. 304372-7300 ext 13/304-927-4600.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter or
stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435 Menderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886

FOR SALE: R.F. tubes & transis. Eimac, RCA.
Amperex. Motorola, Texas Inst. 4CX15000A
4CX3000A, 8877, 4CX10C0A, 4CX5000A. Call .
201-839-3360. FAX 201-839-5926
For the Best Prices
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes call
402 493 1886 day or night. FAX 402 493 6821
TELEX 940103 WU PUB TLX BSH

3CX1500k, 4CX5000A, 6146B, 4CX250B
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory all
major brands, Eimac, Amperex. RCA. etc Cal
Stew 1-800-842-1489.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Audio driver deck from Gates BC- 10P in gd
shape. JHoge, WTLN, PO Box 607000, Orlando FL 32860. 407-682-9494.
late model 5kW AM. prefer Harris SX-5A,
Nautel AMPFET 5or ND5. JHoge. WTLN,
PO Box 607000, Orlando FL 32860. 407-6829494.

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

Late mdl 10 kW AM, prefer Harris DX-10,
Nautel AMPFET 10, Nautel NDIO, or con.
mental 316C. JHoge, WTLN, PO Box 607000,
Orlando FL 32860. 407-682-9494.

1-800-528-5014
508-584-4500

Harmonic FM filter 20 kW rated at 20 kW or
better, to work a: 100.5 MHz, state condition/price. B Earle, KZZO, 7146 Webbwood
Way, San Antonio TX 78250. 512-521-5035.

la
raiTier

FACTORY NEW TUBES
3CX10000A3, 3CX1500A7,
3CX2500A3, 3-500Z,
4CV100000C, 4CX1000A
4CX1500B, 4CX10000D,
4CX250B, 4CX300A,
4CX35000C, 4CX350A,
4CX5000A, 4-400A, 4-400C
572B, 6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347/TH347, 807, 813,
833A, 833C, and more..

1-800-528-5014
508-584-4500

TURNTABLES

WE BUY
MOSELEY PCL-303 & 606's
414-482-2638

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Solid state driver deck from Harris BC-5HA
or similar (drive 3CX-2500F# mods for 10 kV.
JHoge, WTLN, PO Box 607000, Orlando FL
32860. 407-682-9494.

Approximately /' 2the
Cost of New

Want

to Buy

TUBE REBUILDING
FREELAND
PRODUCTS

55 kW solid state FM w/exciter, late mdl, gd
cond. Atwood, WBRV. 7606 State St, Lawille
NY 13367.

Call for Our Price List

Since 1940

Late mdl FM 540 kW w/ or wto exciter, Harris or Continental, 3 phase pref. J Hoge,
WTLN, PO Box 607000, Orlando FL 32860.
407-682-9494.

800-532-6626
916-662-7553

SAVE ABOUT 50%

Plate & modulation domter & reactor for
Gates/Hams BC senes 5or 10 kW or similar that
works w/3CX2500F3 mods & finals, wet or dry,
must be PCB clean. JHoge, WTLN, PO Box
607000, Orlando FL 32860. 407-682-9494.

FAX 916-666-7760
Circle 6On Reader Service Card

BE 12-C 3spd, less than 50 hrs. $225+0. F
Spinetta. KCEA, PO Box 2385, Atherton CO
94026. 415-321-6049.
Technics SL 1200 MK 2, $350. Wayne, Woollard Labs, PO Box 1097, Castroville CA 95012.
408-663-5512

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768
Circle ( 95) on Reader Service Card

ADVERTISER INDEX
This listing is provided solely for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

World Leaders in rebuilt transmitters!
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• Expedited Service Available
TRADE INS GLADLY
ACCEPTED
See your
transmitter WORKING in
our showroom BEFORE
you take it home!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER
Corporate Office

5046 Smoral Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13031
PHONE (315) 488-1269
FAX ( 315) 488-1365
¡i
,

ARMSTRONG SOUTHWEST
Phone 512-599-0789
Fax 512-599-0799
San Antonio, TX

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

7

•Parts and technical support
with every purchase

NO ONE ELSE
OFFERS YOU MORE

Page
No.

Over 500 customers
in 30 countries

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL
HABLO ESPANOL
ARMSTRONG SOUTHEAST
Phone 305-471-1175
Phone 615-822-0256
FAX 305-471-1182
FAX 615-826-0082
Miami FL
Hendersonville, TN.

Page
No.

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

All

I44

6

HarrisAllied Bdct Equipment

13,140

Arrakis

1I5

16

HarrisAllied Bdct Equipment

27,104

Audio Broadcast Group

50

18

Harris-Allied Bdct Equipment

20,98

24

Harris-Allied Bdct Equipment

2021

• Tuned & Tested on YOUR
Frequency
•Guaranteed

Sony BVW40 Betacam. gd cond, just serviced,
extender board & manual, $5500 BFranco, Enderphin Prod, POB reiv42, Carmel CA 93922.
408-372-2308.

Save

504-893-1243

available:

Want to Sell

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

FAX 504-892-7323

TRANSMITTERS are

RECORDERS

I

800- 624-7626

AM- FM-TV TRANSMITTERS, FM ANTENNAS, STL'S

VIDEO TAPE

Disk recorders & assoc tube proc equip:
Fairchild, Neumann, Westrex, Presto, RekO-Kut, RCA. Pultec wImanuals, amps,
limiters, filters, 45/78 records. KGutzke, Custom Recording, 7134 15th Ave S. Minneaplis
MN 55423. 612-866-6183.

— We buy dud tubes-

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER

CBS VIR player has color flying spot scanner & 2films, 3units avail, RF output chnl
3, BO. M Kantor, WPOB, S Knickerbocker
Rd, Plainview NY 11803. 516-822-6915.

Fairchild parts espec 202/500/501 tone
arms. 603/XP4/F-7/232/SM-1/SM-2 stereo
cartrgs, 215/220/225/230 mono cartrgs; elec
&U's, Bisbee, 685 SRoys Ave, Columbus
OH 43204.

Presto 6N (2) lathes. $50. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Dettona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

CALL
1-800-783-2555
JoLida Tube Factory
imapoli junction. \11)

Want to Sell

Old disk recording equip & tube processing
gear (Fairchild, Neumann. Westrex. Presto, RekO-Kut, Pultec), 45/78 records. KGutzke, Custom
Recording, 7134 15th Ave S. Minneapolis MN
55423. 612-866-6183.

Want to Sell
ete,

TV FILM
EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

Beyer headset; audio generator, TE22 (Lafay
ette), Sencore translator tester (portable); Can
non plugs, male & female 3prong (new): new
&used cable w/Cannons or without. Mr. Oliver.
212-874-7660.

Want to Sell

Kenneth Casey

Technics SL-1800 mkt 1 (2) clean, $100 ea. N
Winter, KLAY, 10025 Lakewood Dr. Tacoma WA
98499. 206-473-3462.

ELECTRON
TUBES

TUBES

FAX: 602-582-8229
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SWheotxtone Corporation

The Closer You Get..
W EM EAN IT— we really DO provide the quality.
performance. technical support. and innovation we
promise!
Our model A-500 is a thoroughly engineered on- air
console: it delivers the level of performance your clients
now expect. and DAB demands. All components are
selected for long life— gold bus connectors. gold 1
,
0
connectors. all gold contact switches, gas- filled relays.
triple burned- in integrated circuits, solid state ON/OFF
lamps. and precision laminated Lexan control surfaces
for a lasting. wearproof finish. And we back that up
with a 3- year parts and labor warranty. complete with

factory support from a technically competent and
responsive staff.
We've also handled your special requirements as
well with a super family of accessories, including a
choice of three different telephone modules, an
intercom module. an off-line mixer module for your
remote feeds. talent control stations. accessory panels.
failsafe power supplies, and auto cart and CD
sequencing options.
So take a close look: we've got the quality, we've
got the innovations, and you've got our commitment to
top-notch support.

The Better We Look!
A-500
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. NY. 13211 ( tel 315-455-7740 fax 315-454-8104)
Circle (23) Oh Reader Service Card

SWheotrtoneR Corporation

The New Wheatstone
Production Air Console

In Fact, a Whole New Console Family...
Tiese consoles give you full multitrack production
capability while at the same time providing familiar
program and audition busing so your production room
can double as a back-up on- air facility. They free up
your primary Air studio for routine calibration and
maintenance sessions. They are a perfect solution for
complex talk or news formats.
Beyond its on- air capability the SP- 4 is a powerful
production console offered in 2. 4 and 8- track formats.
Production crews will love the smooth sounding
equalization, the auxiliary send buses. and. of course.
the full on- air type machine and console logic. There's
also plenty of room for those special functions: like a
phone module that can handle multiple callers. yet

doesn't tie up your line inputs: an intercom module that
lets you communicate with other Wheatstone consoles
and rackmount locations throughout your facility: plus a
studio control module. line preselectors. tape controllers.
and automatic timers.
And, of course, there's the componentry: all gold
contact switches for the ultimate in reliability, gold bus
connectors. gold I/O connectors. solid state on off lamps.
and triple burned- in ICs. Naturally. each console is also
triple-tested.
The fact is. VVheatstone's got the features, the
componentry. the reliability, the performance and the
reputation you can depend on.
Call us.

SP- 44/4-Track
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. NY

3211 (tel 315-455-7740 fax 315-454-8104)
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